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PRINCIPLES, PRACTICE, A}ID PROGRESS OF
_,TOISE ._EDU_TIOL _ i:.T AIRPLANES
By Albert London
I. INTRODUCTI0}[
A decade ago, the e/.r travelerTs only protection s.g_'n_.1.__
the deafeni-ag din of noise was the cotton _lu_ which he
could insert in his ear. Nothin_ speaks more elocuently for
the progress which has been achieved in quietin_ the air-
ol,_ne than the fact that in ni_nt travel on certain air
lin,0s, _oassen_ers,__ _:_ust be cautioned to sneak q,aiotly in
order that those as!eeo be not disturbed.
This transition from "cotton plu_;" to :'Quiet, please,"
has only been possible of attainment b;, a full application
of the orinciples of acoustics. The investi_:_.tors in this
field have had to consider many and divers tooics. To
name s few: What are the pr_incin_.l sources of noise in
the airplane, and how may the_- be reduced or eliminated?
He:-, may we measure noi:_.e? _Vh.r.t is the relationship bet,recto
the purel/ physical attributes of noise _nd the ph.vsiolo_-
ic<tl reaction of the ear to this stimulus? How nay the
filtration of noise into the :_oirpl:tne c_..bin be reduced
b v proper attention to construction:tl details, %nd how can
tb.is be accomplished with a minimum of :':ei_ht? ,_hat syste-
matic procedure should be used in carr,/in_ out this fluict-
i n -'__rocess?
It is the purpose of this p uoer to review the body; of
knou, leJ_e which has been accumul_.ted in this field. Soe-
cial _'_.ttention will be paid to effective soundproofing
schemes, and all the datz_ av_ l_ble in tb_e nublished _liter-
zture on this subject will be given.
ii . T=' NATURE OF SOUI;D AI_D =.._,_.R._.,,._-""'_. ..
:-_ost of us are famili_.r with tl_o fact that _-henever
v'e ]_e.-].l" q souncl, '.'/e ,_- " _ _r _ " _-
... u,=,ua-, =ind tl!at t'ie source i_ a vi-
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bratin_ body of some kind. _hen the body is set in motion,
th_ la_-er of air next to it takes on an exactly similar
motion. This disturbance is then handed on from one layer
of air osrticles to the next, until it ultimately reaches
the ear.
An exactl. _ similar process occurs when a stone is
t_.irowm into water. Here, there is visual evi_ence of a
_ave traveling outward from the center of the splash.
Ho,_'ever> to make our analogy a_ree more closely with what
i_ actually happening in a sound _:'ave> we should have to
contrive, in some way, to have a number of crests emitted
from th__ center of the disturbance _eriodically, Perhaps
we might have a large number of stones and drop them in
the water at the rate of, say, one a second. Then, every
second a new crest would travel outboard and the ;rave could
be said to have a "fre_uenc.v" of one crest per second.
The distance betwnen two a@jac_,nt crest_ is known as the
v_'.<_vel ngth and, evidently, in this case it is e,:,ual to
the distance the wave travels in one second. In -_eneral,
for on_z _av_ motion, the followin_ relation is true"
Velocit_, of wave :notion = frequency x wsve length
In the simple souuc_ so._rce, the tunin_ fork, an analo-
gous phenomenon takes olaco. Here the vibration of the
pron#_s of the fork causes a _.,'ave motion in the air which
is perceived as a sound b:_ the _ar. The frequenc.v of the
sound wave is equal to the .uumber of vibrations which the
pron_s of the fork make per second, and is said to be so
many cycles oer second. If the fork vibrates a large num-
ber of times _er second, we say its )pitch is high; if only
a few, its _itch is low. Thus, the hi_hest note a stand-
ard oiauo oroduces is about 4,600 cycles _er second, ;vhere-
as, the lo_vest is about 30 cycles _er second.
_.e tunin_ fork is a simole source of sound, only one
frequenc?r corres_o.udin_% to its motion. There exist more
complex sources, in which several frequencies are present.
Thus, if two !_e.vs on a _iano be struck, the air particles
must wi'_rate as a result of both frequencies. Imagine how
complex must be th_ dance of the air _articles under the
influence of a syml_hony orchestra _vhere numerous frequen-
cies from _0 to l_O,O00 cycl,_s _er second are present. In
thc_ more com_:lex sound sources three types of fre_uency
distributions are evident: i) Th,_ frequencT<_ spectrum has
only a discrete number of frequencies prescott; 2) a con-
tinuous distribution of freou_ncies is present; Z) a com-
bination of i) and 2) consistin7 of both a continuous and
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a discrete frequency spectrum, i,7oise usually contains a
large number of fr<:quencies, havin_ a sDectrum_ which m..oy_
fall un@er any one of these three, cla_ses.
There are many Ways in uq-_ich the investigator may an-
al_,ze different sounds to find the constituent frequencies.
Xost of the methods in _eneral use operate on a selective
tunin,@ principle, in which the instrument resr, onse is a
maximum at one definite frequency. To cover a ,.,_ide _ _'e
of notes, the frequency of maximum response is made vari-
able in a prescribed fashion so that the frequencies pres-
,_nt in the _nalyzed sound may be readily determined from
_'_: settin_ of the instrument For exa, mnle one commer-
cial form of this type of device, the wave _ons,l._-e , ha
as its essential element a crystal which will res_ond to
one __'requency only, say 50,000 cycles nor second. If a
sound wave of i0,000 cycles per second is _icked up by a
microphone, a_d the electrical current so qenerated is am-
olified, and then _)assed thr _; . -. ou_.l the s.nalyzer, it is -oo_-
sible to get a resoonse only by somehow stepping up the
m _ elO,O00-cycle note to 50,000. To _ir_ this tn. instrument
is provided u-ith an Oscillator v.,hich can ,_enerate a wave
of any frequency desired., By the well-known heterodyne
effect, if a frequency of ,$<),090 cycles per second be com-
bined _-'ith a frequency of I0,000 cycles _er second in the
pro[9or way, _,,_eget as a result, the sum and difference of
the tv,o, freauencies, i.e. , ZO,O00_ _nd. ,._0,<)00 cycles oer
second. The ZO,O00 note may be suppressed and. the 50,000
note _acsed through the crystal filter. Th,_ dial, which
controls the frequency of the local oscillator, may be.
calibrstcd to read i0,000 cycles per second directly.
There is another type of analyzer commonly in use, in
<'hich an electrical circuit i_ used which ",,:ill pass a
given band of frequencies only. For example, it may oass
all the frequencies in the octave between .<12 and 1,024
cycles per second and reject all others. This type of de-
vice is knov.-n as a band-pass filter. ]_y having a number
of these band-pass filters, a frequency analysis to cover
_,_ny desired range may be obtained.
Any sound, in s.ddition to having some definite fre-
quency spectrum associated u_ith it, possesses one other
important physical attribute, namely, intensity. To re-
turn to our tuning fork, if the prongs be tapped harder,
more ener{;y will be imparted to the vibrational motion,
and the excursions of the prong from its rest position
will be larger. It can be rendily shown that the e_:er_:_y
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associated with the :notion of the fork is proportional !o
the square of its am_oiitude (the maximum displacement from
the equilibrium oesition). A larger amplitude is imparted
to the ,_ir particles, v:hich, since they have a motion sim-
ilzr t_ that of the fork, therefore have an enerzy also
proportional to the square of their amplitude. The maxi-
mum velocity of the air particles and the maxim'am pressure
built u_ in the sound wave n,_;•,_. both be shown to be prooor-
tion,nl to the amplitude, so that the energy in a sound
_;ave de,_ends on the s_uare of the __artic!e velocity or of
the pro' sure of the wave. By the term "intensity," we
mean the total ;tmount of sound energy which flows throu_h
..... _.':"_ _ t heunit e_e_ norm_l to the direction of prop . ....tion o_
wave in oue second The units of inteusi ÷_ are there-
fore, wtttts per square centimeter, However, to express
souud intensities or energies, almost exclusive use is
made of the decibel scale.
The decibel scale first came into use in telephony
and electrical communications work, where it was desired
to have a convenient way to express the ratio of two dif-
ferent values of such electricol quantities as current,
voltage, or power. The decibel difference %etween two
/ P1 ',
_ov, ers, PI and Ps • is_ de:fined as i0 lOglo_/. Since
the Dower developed in a resistance Rl, by a current
R or by a vo±_age V l !s 7_= .... _ wei s Pl = Iz i , Fz R1
have :
I 1 ,
Decibel difference betw_n Pl and _ =
• ';q _ h (1)
(i_-_ _ : lO lo_o _ _/: i0 iO{io _ = I0 loglo . Ra
If R I h:_ppens to be equal to Rn, we have:
/ I m "\s (Vm _a
Deoi_oel_i_'fer_noe= lO lo_o kfT/ = l'O__o_o "077
Thus, in sound mems_rements, the decibel difference between
E_ where E_ and E a
two sounds is given by lO lo_ o E.s
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_re the ....ener@ies of the re_fective_.,, waves, Since the ener-
g,v in ,_ sound wave i_ );roioortional to the square of the
sound ,)_re'_sure or <_article velocity, ,,,.,e have:
E_ Pl vl
- 20 io,_ -- (S)
iO loglo Z_ = 20 Io_io Pa v2
v:here P and v
velo city.
represent sound pre'_sure and particle
The decibel scale has several advantages which ho
ever, we c_,_ more intelli_ently discuss after _e ha,re con-
sid.ereJ so_e,, of the i_nenomena_• associate ,'_v:ith hearing.
The _s_r is a remarkably sensitive mechanism. At the
lower limit of audibility (for the frequency of r,,aximum
_i_ensitivity) it is _o._sible for the ear to detect a motion
of air De,rticles _hich have a:a amplitude of onl.v one-
billionth of a centimeter (10 -9 cm,_. If one remembers
that molecular dimensions _<re of th,e order of magnitude of
i0 tim_c "_s .,ucn, i e , i_ -s centimeter, i _ becomes evi-
dent ho_ extraordinarily sencitive the ear is. On the
other hand, at the upper limit (for this same frequency of
maximum se-_._itivi_) s_un,ds about one million million
,_ime, o _s intense c_.n be he.,_.rd. The _r h,_., (..... s _ ran._e there-
fore o£ about i0 Is in energy. In decibels this range cam
_ I0 _2 which is i .°e d,ecibelsbe exnres._cd. _s iO io,_o , .....
That is, the sound level at the upper limit of attdibilit,y
i _, 190_ decibels ;_,bove the sound _evel nt the threshold of
audibility. The decibel scale is, therefore, a compressed
scale telescopin_ a ratio of 1 to i0 zm in energy into 0 to
lqO -decibels.
Since a sov_nd level in 8ecibels reall.v states ho_,:
much ],._ore imte:qse one second i_ _,s com])a,red ,.<ith another,
_" f theit _ el',_'s__._,., necessary, to <no_, what the inten_._zty o
_ _ d.urd re*_erence level h_,s beenreference sound is. ,=_, stsn
defined by the American St_nd.n, rds Association _.s the inten-
nit_I of i0 -I_ watts per gquare centimeter. This corre-
sponds to a root-me,n-square oressure of 0.0,'102 dynes per
square ceutimeter in a nl,_ne .progressive sound wave, _
_0ther reference levels have b_--en in "_.se prior to the ado_2-
tion of this steudard_ 0tte common !eve! in u_e, es,oecial-
l_r in airplane noise measurements, has been tlie intensitj_
of a _'ave havin,_ a root-mean-square pre_sure of O.0_I d_<ne
r_er s(_'uare centimeter_ (i millibar). _Re._,._dir,_@sin decibels
with this latter reference level are IZ.8 db louver than
those referred to the standard reference level. In this
paper all levels, unless other:,'ise stated, are referred to
!0 t:&tts per sq. ca.
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_ith this as a reference level, figure I gives some idea
of the relation between the decibel scale and the sensa-
tion perceived by the ear.
Of more immediate interests for our purpose, is the
range of levels found in moving vehicles. Table l,*which
has been adapted from Zand (reference Z2), _ives the lev-
els to be found in different types of transportation plus
the associated subjective measure of the degree of com-
fort exmerienced.
The decibel scale is strictly a physical scale for
intensity measurements. However, of primary interest is
the sensation which is perceived by the ear as a result of
the physical stimulus. The psychological reaction of the
individual varies from person to person, so that in order
to formulate the relationship existing between the physi-
cal stimulus and psycholo_;ical sensation, it is necessary
to investigate a large number of ears before any conclu-
sions may be ascertained about the average ear.
It is found in this way that the sensation is a rath-
er comnlex function of the intensity and frequency. For
exatmple, it was desired to ascertain when two different
notes sounded equally loud to an observer. To do this,
sounds of two frequencies were compared. One had a fre-
ouency of 1,O00 cycles per second, and the observer was
al!o_ved to change the intensity of the other frequency un-
til both notes were oua_ loud Proceeding in this man-
ner, a large number of difYe:'ent tones could be matched in
loudne_s to the standard reference tone of !,000 cycles.
Fi,_ure 2, which is the result of the :york of Fletcher and
_,{unson (reference 2), gives the result of such measure-
ment s.
These curves have the following meaning: If we se-
lect one of the contours, say that numered 50, then all
points on it represent notes which are equally loud.
Thus, a 100-cycle note of 6?-decibel intensity level,
sounds _s loud as a 1,000-cycle note of _0-decibel inten-
sit_, or a 7,000-cycle note of about 60-decibe! intensity.
The lowest curve is the threshold of hearin_. It <ires
the intensity level at which the average normal ear can
just hear, at all the frequencies from about 25 to 15,000
c.vcles per second. The uppermost curve is the upleer lim-
it to hearing, the so-called "threshold of feeling." Phe-
nomenoloZically, it is found that with sounds of this in-
tensity, the sound is not only heard but there is also an
*At end of report.
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additional sen_,ation of "feelin_." The actual sensation
v_ries with frequency. At the lower frequencies _ fee!in_
of vibration is experienced, while at the hi@her frequen-
cies, the feeling is one of pain. Thus, the area includ-
ed between the two extreme contours 4ives the region over
which audition is possible.
The intensity level of zero decibels is set to coin-
cide approximately with the threshold of hearin_ at 1,000
cycl_s, It will be noticed, however, that the ear is mo_t
sensitive at about Z,o J0 cycles. The numbers on the con-
tours are numerically egual to the intensity level of t'<e
....... cycle note to which all notes on this contour are
equated in loudness, and are known as louduess levels.
Since a loudness level is not a strictly physical auantit.v,
b_it rather a measure of the sensation recorded _-,o._the ear,
it becomes inappropriate to use the decibel as the unit of
loudness level. For this usage, the term "_0hon" has been
accepted. However, it will be fo_<nd in the literature
that decibels are still sometimes used interc_ange_l_ly_' - w!th'
phons. For exam ole, if a so_,_nd has a loudness level of 70
phons, it is equal in loudness to a 1,000-cycle note of
70-decibel intensity. Hence the loud_less level is said to
be 70 decibels.
There are several other important features about the
contours which should be Dointed out. From about S00 cy-
cles aud up, the conto_=rs are approximately equally dis-
placed from one another, a 10-decibel increase iu intensity
cerres_oonding to a 10-phon increase in loudness level.
This is not so for the lower frequencies, as the curves
crowd together at the lower end. Thus, a small drop in
intensity means a much larger drop in loudness. For ex-
ample, if we have a 100-cycle tone _vith a level of I00
decibels, and we drop the level by 62 decibels, the sound
just becomes inaudible, whereas a 62-decibel drop in a
1,000-cyc!e note would still be plainly audible, havin@ a
loudness level of Z8 phons.
This phenomenon has fortunate consequences in the
sound insulation of air pl_,ne cabins. The largest contri-
bution to airplane noise is made by the low fresuencies;
furthcrmore, the low frequencies are the most difficult to
reduce in intensity. Thu_, the ear comes to the rescue,
inasmuch as it willingly accepts a much lower energy dim-
inution in the low frequencies than it will in the hi_her
frequencies. We shall refer a_ain to this point when we
_iscuss sound insulation.
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The loudness level contours may be plotted in a _if-
ferent way with frequency as the parameter. Such a rep-
resentation is figure ,q (reference 2). These curves give
the loudness level versus the _ntensity level, each curve
being valid for the frequency given on the curve. It will
be noted that for a large range of frequencies, from about
300 to 4,000 cycles per second, the loudness level is ap-
proximately proportional to the intensity level, and fur-
thcrmore, they are both very roughly equal to each other
to within ordinary en@ineering accuracy. At the lower
frequencies, the proportionality between loudness level
and intensity level is true Only for a limited range of
loudness levels.
The question which arises next, is that of measuring
these twin quantities, decibels and phons. Just what in-
strumental means are available for a quantitative specifi-
cation of the amount of noise present? To answer this
purpose, there has appeared in recent years the sound lev-
el meter.
This device consists esseutially of a microphone with
an associate electrical circuit containing an amplifier,
attenuator, and meter. The latter is calibrated to read
decibels directly and _sually covers a rankle of about 15
decibels. Intensities over a range from about _0 to i_0
decibels may be measured by adjusting the attenuator dials.
In designing this type of instrument, particular at-
tention is oaid to what is called the res!_onse frequency
characteristic, i.e., the response of the meter to differ-
ent frequencies. For measuring intensity levels, it is
e_sential that sounds of different frequencies but of the
same intensity, should give the same reading. If the me-
ter h_s this property, it has a "flat" frequency response.
In the case where the characteristic is not flat, a noise
measurement will emphasize certain frequencies at the ex-
_oense of others.
However, this is exactly what is desired in measuring
loudness levels. Since the ear diseriminmtes against some
frequencies, the meter 'should do likewise in order to meas-
ure the ear's sensation. An attempt is therefore made to
incorporate in sound-level meters a response-frequency
characteristic similar to theft of the ear. Thr_e differ-
ent characteristics are usually provided _ a flat response
and two _hich simulate the ear's at 70 and AO phons. Fig-
ure 4 _ives the design objective which has b_:,en _et for
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t_ _ 11n_.,_e _eters by t_.e American Standards Association The
curves as draurn here are directly comparable to the con-
tours of figure 2 for the loudness levels of 70 mad 40
phons. _ To be mere specific, the 70-decibel networ]- curve
gives the intensity level of tones of different frequen-
cies which would _ive the same reading on the meter as a
1,090-cyc!e tone. For example, a tone of 60 cycles is
discriminated mTainst to the extent of I0 decibels on the
7O-decibel network, and 26 decibels on the 40-decibel net-
_ ork; if it has an inten.'_ity of 75 decibels, it rill read
65 decibels o_t the 70-decibel network and 49 decibels on
the 40-decibel network. To _et these three different
char:_cteristics, specially designed electrical circuits
are _rovided. At the flip of a switch, any of the'._e
three networks may be introd_ced. It is recognized that
the incor_;oration of only three net_vorks is a compromise
necessitated by the _ifficulty and exi_pense of simulating
the earis response at all loudness levels. For this rea-
son thr meter performance is only an approximation to
what tl_e ear hears. In addition, there are certain tel-
erg_nces oeruitted in designing the networks, so that very
often the _nquenc_ resDonse o _ the instrument is such
th:_t errors are introduced in the measurements. The sound-
level meter, before bein_ _0ut into use, should always be
calibrated he as to determine the _:tent of a_reement with
the design objective. Uith reference to the use of the
various networks in the sov nd-!evel meter, the "A.i.E.E.
Test Code for Aooaratus !Toise _,_a:_zr_m_n recommends _h_t
the 4q-decibel network ':be used for usual apparatus _oise
mes sure_ents," the flat network "for very high intensi-
ties u_here low frequencT,_ noise is predominant" and that
the 7_-decibel net'_vork "be used only in snecial cases."
it _hou!d be mentioned that Davis (refer_nce i) has
recently stated that the American sound-level r_eter does
not _ive the correct value for the equivalent lo'uduess of
a noise consisting of a series of impulses or having con-
siderable intermittency, the reading being %0o low. In
accordance with his findings, Davis has conhtructed a me-
ter which gives results in a_reement with ai[ral observa-
tJrns on this type of noise.
*_here _re certain inh,_rent _' _ ere
_.z.f noes between the ear
and a ricrophone as a sound-me:_urin_ device. Hence, the
e_rves of fiqure & are :_.ecessarily slightly different from
those of fi:;ure 2. These corrections are introduced to
take c_'_re of the differeuce bet_een the conditions under
which the ear resi_onse wr, s obtained as compared to the con-
_itions UnfLer which noise me_surements are usually ta]zen.
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In many noise me,_surements; there frequently occurs
the c:_se in which there are several component fre<!uencie_,
one cf which is predominantly loud. The reading obtained
will be }oractically the same as if the quieter tones were
mi_sing. Consider a sim_le numerical example; there are
two sound sources - one emits a note of intensity 80 deci-
bels, the other 60 decibels.
R1 = 80 db : i0 lOgio _ or El = I0 s Eo
m_
i{c = 60 db = !0 loglo -- or E a = 10 6 E o
L o
Corresponding to the reading of 80 decibels, the en-
ergy E ! is i00 million times the energy at the reference
level of zero db, Eo; and corresponding to 60 decibels,
E c is i million times as qreat as E o. When the two notes
are soun&ed simultaneously, the readin_ v:ill be Ris wi_ere
Rln = i _ logl 0
E I +
_z
- !0 lo{(lOS+lO g) = 3 _. 04 dbL'
w'hich i _- sensibl,, _ the <::_me _:s 8 '_ decibels
Proceeding in this _r;_7_,v:e can formulate the follow-
in{ table, in which the t_vo individual levels are RI and
Re, end _hen heard to:_ether, are Rio:
80.0
80.0
80.0
80 .0
80.0
80.0
70.0
74.2
77.6
8,.0
:_I. 8
8Z.Z
80.0
81.0
82.0
8S.0
84.0
85.0
A convenient rule for cslcu!ation_ accurate to within
i decibel is the foillovling: If
R l - R e is greater them 9 db, then Rio : R1
R i - R c lies between 9 and _- db, then RIZ : R 1 + i
?-i - Re " " 4 and I db, then Ria : Ri + 2
R i - Rs " " I rand 0 db, then Rla = RI +
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From these calculations we see that a reduction in
noise level can be obtained only by first reducing the
noise due to the loudest source. Eliminating sources which
are of lesser intensity will cause only a slight decrease
in level.
Of course, from the standpoint of noise reduction,
the important question to consider is to what extent a
diminution of I or 2 decibels is perceived by the ear. As
_natter of fact, a very rough statement of the earrs sen-
sitivity to slight differences in intensity is that it can
just _,perceive a difference of about I decibel. This dif-
ferential sensitivity to intensity varies frith both fre-
quency and intensity. For example, at a level of about
8 r,, decibels above the threshold of hearing, the ear can
just detect '• cn_on_es of about 1/2 decibel through a fre-
quency range of about 2,000 to 8,000 c_'cles; at 5 decibels
above threshold, the level must be chan_ed by sbout 4 deci-
bels before it can be detected. At the low frec_uencies the
differences must be much larger. Thus, at 50 cycles, the
differential sensitivity is about 8 decibels when the orig-
inal level is only 5 decibel._ above threshold; from 40 to
80 decibels above threshold the ear is sensitive to changes
of 1 decibel or less.
The logical question to pose now is this: To what
extent is the ioudne_s reduced when reductions of I or 2
decibels occur? The answer may be obtained from figure 5
which is a result of a determination of an absolute scale
of loudness by Fletcher and Munson (reference _7). In this
experiment observers were asked to judge the relative loud-
ness of two sounds; for example, when one sound was twice
as loud as another. In this way, the relationship between
loudness and loudness level was derived. Thus. if there
is a reduction in loudness level of 20 phons from an orig-
inal loudness level of 40 phons, figure 5 shows that the
ioudness changes from about i,@0@ to I00 lo_adne_s units,
or a reduction in loudness of 90 percent has occurred.
Continuin_ in this way, the curves of figure 6 may be
plotted (reference 6). From this figure we see that a re-
duction of 2 phons corresponds to a loudness reduction of
about 15 percent. Small changes in loudness level produce
a much larger chan_e in the sensation of loudness. Thus,
in any attempt at noise reduction, possible minor altera-
tions, which _roduce but small reduc%ions in level, should
not be overlooked.
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it is a matter of common experience that it i._ diffi-
cult to hear in a noisy environment. In table I, the rela-
tionship between the ability to carry on conversation and
the noise level in various vehicles has been given, These
experimental results are c!o._ely related to the auditory
phenomenon of masking. If the threshold of hearing of an
observer be measured in the oresence of an extraneous
noise havin_ a uniform distribution of energy among a fre-
quency spectrum _hich includes all audible frequencies,
it will be found that his threshold is raised. The test
tone must be made louder in order for him to hear it. Fi4-
r_re 7 summarizes the data for the masking effect of this
type of noise (Fletcher and ,_,funson, reference .Z). It gives
the masking in decibels, i.e., the amount the threshold at
various frequencies is raised, '_vhen various masking noise
levels (the numbers on the curves) are used. For example,
if the noise level is 79 decibels, it raises the thresh-
old for frequencies from about _00 to I0,000 cycles, about
52 decibels.
A pure tone may also produce a maskin_ effect. It is
found that tones of lower frequencies mask those of higher
frequencies more readily than vice ver.qa. However, a low
frecluency will not ma,_m a much hi@her frequency in cases
where the intensity of _he m[_s]cing tbne is small. Further-
more, the masking tone a_r tomsk a lower Ditched note if it
ix not too far removed in frequency. In the noise of air-
craft, the lower freauencies _oredominate aud are very loud.
Hence, speech which contains frequencies from about 120 to
S,000 cycles is readily masked, especially those components
which are most im?portant for understandin@, i.e., those be-
tween ,bOO and 5,:_00 cycles per second. The German aeronau-
tic research group, the D,V.L., once measured the intelli-
gibility o_ s_ _" _
_ eccn before and .....ter treatment of a cabin
(reference Z0). The intelligibility increased from 6.5 per-
cent in the bare cabin to 78 percent in the treated cabin.
In the early days of noi_:e measurements, use was made
of the masking effect to measure noise levels. By means
of an instrument which measures auditory acuity, the audiom-
eter, the threshold of hearing of the observer was meas_red
in a quiet place. These threshold m(_asurements were then
repeated in the nei<hborhood of the noise source and the
amount by _hich the threshold shifted was taken as a meas-
ure of the noise level.
Another method is one in which a kno_vn level oroduced
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by the audiometer in one ear is compare& to the noise lev-
el * to which the other ear listens, The tone on the audi-
ometer is adjusted until it sounds as loud as the noise.
If the note of controllable intensity is 1,000 cycles per
second, this type of measurement will give directly the
loudness level.
Before closing the discussion on sound and hearin._,
mention should be made of several other factors of impor-
tance. The reaction of the individual to noise is condi-
tioned _:ot only on its loudness, but also on its nature.
Whereas people are prepared to tolerate some noise as a
necessarT_T evil in the operation of mechanical equipment,
noises _.7hich are thought to be unnecessary and which
should not be present can become quite disturbin@. Rat-
tling, squealing, or squeaking of the device, a low-pitched
drummin_, and intermittent or erratic sounds are often an-
no,ring. The reader can undoubtedly recall some sounds
which he has found particularly objectionable. An attempt
has been made by L_ird and Co.ve (reference _i) to evaluate
the degree of annoyance of different frequencies. They
found that the annoyance increases when intensity increases
and at one intensity level, the least annoying are the mid-
dle frequencies from 200 to 1,500 cycles per second.
P::_rt of the disa_';reeable sensation associated v,ith a
moisT# _irolane arises from insecurely fastenecl structural
:_cmbers which are set into vibration. If the vibratory
amolitude be sufficientl.v l_,r_e, ._n au6ible sound will be
emitted "_ud, _,hat is more, the <_a_sen<er _...., _xl)erience a
sensory reaction if the vibration is transmitted to where
he ho!?!>en_ to be. Just how large an amlo!itude is percepti-
ble is _iven in the curves of figure 8 (reference 5). Here
_Te t_ke this opportunity to summarize the various terms
in u_e _s units for _ound _easurements. As a oh,vsical
measure of the intensit.v of the sound or noise the three
terms - sound level, intensity level, and noise level -
are equivalent. The term "loudness level" is reserved for
intensity measurements whi _-c have bee_,ncorrected for ear
response and should be expressed in 7_hons but are often
expressed in decibels. The "loudness" of a sound is an
absolute measure of the observerls reaction to its inten-
sity; it may be expressed in loudness units _,hich are,
tkerefore, a quantitative means of ex_ressinq the average
auditor's impre._sion of how loud the sound is.
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.th_o amolitude of vibration in centimeters is plotted
against the frequency in cycles per second. The whole
graph is divided into the six regions 0, la, Ib, Ic, lla,
llb, ,._ith the following meaning: All motions having the
amplitude and frequcncy in the re_gion
0 are not noticeable
la, just noticeable
ib, _vell noticcablc
Ic, very strongly noticeable
lla, dizagree,_b!e
lib, very disa<reeable
it will bc observed that the _reatcr the frcsuency
the _m_ller the am_litude_ ......,.._ich can be detected. The vi-
bration amplitudes of _n air_Jplane may be quite large.
Zand (reference 32) reports one osnel in an airplane _'hich
had an amplitude of i/_ inch, an extremely disagreeable
source of discomfort. A_ ._ guide to be used in determin-
ing what vibration amplitu:.ies are permi_sible, Zand _ives
the figure of 0.912 inch as the maximum amplitude to be
tolerated, a figure which is considerably higher than the
curves of figure 8 would indicate.
III. SOURCESOF !,_OISE IH AIRCCAFT
Im the battle against noise, the first line of de-
fense is a good offense; attack the enemy at its source.
If po_:sible, eliminate the noise source; if not possible,
reduce its intensity. By studying all the possible sources
of noise in the airplane, how they arise, the relation-
ship between the intensity level and the different varia-
bles, and the relative magnitude of the various sources,
valuable information is obtained which may be used to se-
cure a sizable reduction in level.
Armed with a knowled_e of the various physical fac-
tors involved, it is quite possible to oredesii_n an air-
pl:_ne which will not exceed a specified noise level. How-
ever, having built the airplane, any changes in construc-
tion are relatively more costly. It is therefore the ;,'is-
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est and most economical course to make the initial design
consistent with acoustic_l requirements. It is, of course,
possible to correct the finished airplane, but usually
this involve_ an increase in _ei_Sht, with ,_ con_equent re-
duction in pay load•
L'Zrn.v investisators have discussed the variolls phns<s
of nolso reduction in _" ....• _.ircraft As a typical exa, m_le o_
_,,_,hatcan be done by paying4 attention to design fectures,
Zand (reference Z2) has @iron on(: data in table II It
should be emphasized that the reduction in level obtained
is due, to roducin_ the noi._:e at the _ourcc, either by a
more effective d esiqn or a ....mrol)e.rchoice of operat _'=n_ con-
ditions, and not by the introduction of so<_nd_roofin_ ma-
terials.
TABLE I I
The compo._ition of nois. e in the cabi_l showing the im-
provement possible by an efficient desi::_n, 'excludin@ the
_se of soundproofin._.
Noise level in decibels ....
S o ur c e - -'--_7_....:.......... -......9-_ _------.........i--_-
!ne_!iclent design i m_flclent ue_.__%n
................................................. _ ................................................... t ...................................
I) Pro_eller
2) Exka_:st
Z) En_;ine clatter
%) _ir-i_orne noises
5) Acrod,vnamic noise
6) Vcntilatin_ noise
Total noise
1R2
118
1 <i%
in8
114
126
100-104
I :00-104
89-99
7._- 79
79-,{4
72- <"6
! 00 - ! 06
In oarticul_r instances the reduction po<_sible may be
more o _ .__,ss', the fi_;ures _ivcn _..-_re onlT_ to be considered
as illu,_t rative.
A. Proo__ i._e r i._,e
E ,_ensive obs_(_,rv<otions.... (reference_ _0, II, i °, !Z, !_,
1S, 16_ 17, i8, 19 _ 2n)_ on __o_..ller_.__ n noise hn, ve boon m_,de,
the ro_Rlts of which will b_ briefly mentioned here. The
noise consists _ainl;::' of two comportments. One i_ the rots°-
tion note, which h_s a frequency e_ual to th< _. number of ro-
tations _nr second multiplied by the number of blades in the
propelle, r. This is the fundamental note, the low-pitched
roar, a_i£ it is accomoani_d by .% large number of harmonics
(freqn<,ucies which are inte_ral r._iti_les of the funda_.entcl).
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Usually there is more acoustical energy in the fundamental
than in all other frequencies, so that it is the chief
cause of propeller noise. Ho_vever, in certain cases (ref-
erence ii) the harmonics may predominate.
The other component is the rotation or vortex noise.
As the propeller rotates, it causes a turbulent air condi-
tion to be set up, in which vortices are _hed off the
blades. The vortex motion Gives a very complex frequency
spectrum compose_ of a continuous distribution of frequen-
cies from about 1,000 cycles up.
It is also found that the rotation note and vortex
noise are not equally intense in all directions about the
propeller. The maximum inte_sity level occurs in the
plane of the propeller blades and is due to the fundamen-
tal note. The vortex noise, on the other hand, ha_ its
maximum alon_ the axis of rotation of the propeller. Hen-
ever, the frequency discrimination of the ear is such that
the propeller noise is equally loud in all directions
(Stowell and DetainS, reference 20).
It is evident that _groper oositionin_ of the cabin
relative to the proneller is of advanta@e. Both the sound
intensity and the vibration amplitude of structural ele-
ments decrease v_ith distance from the source of the dis-
turbance. Some data of 3ruderlin (reference 22) (fizz. 9),
_ive the variation of noise level, _t the skin of the fuse-
la_e, with distance from the orol_eller, showin@ that a 10-
decibel reduction may be obtained by p!acin_ the cabin 16
feet bac!: from the plane of the propeller. If there is
too little clearanDe bet_veen the fuselage and the tip of
the propeller, th_ vibration amplitude of the fuselage will
be lar_er and the noise level ,,rill be hi@her. The noise
!
level varies as _._, _,vhere r is this clearance dis-
r
tance (3ruderlin, reference 21), _rovided r varies from
8 to 12 inches. In one s_oecific case (Zand, reference Z2),
a 2-inch clearance bet_,,ee;t the propeller and a certain _an-
el cause_ the latter to vibrate v_ith an amplitude of I/Ji-
inch, and as a result it was the cause of most of the noise
in the cabin. To reduce the noise bein_ emitted, a float-
in_ panel was attached to it by means of rubber strips.
The amolitude of the floatin_ _0anel measured 0.01S inch
and the sound level dropped i0 decibels. This same reduc-
tion could have l_een obtained by havin_ a clearance of 12
inches, had that been possible.
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YultiDle-en_ine airplanes with an even number of en-
_ines_ are to be ._referred, _...msit is _oossible.- in this case
to have the cabin situated farther aw'_y from the _ropel-
lers thegn is usual. The cabin, however, should not be
i0 .....t_, .... "c_ d in the olane of the oronell_rs since this is er-
actly ':_here the rotation note, which is hardest to insu-
late a_;ainst, is a maximum.
The sin@le most imoortant determinant of _ropeller
noise, however, is the propel!_'r tip speed. L_ost authors
are aqreed that a linear rel_tionship exists bet_-een noise
level in decibels and propeller tip speed. Zand (refer-
ence Z2) finds that the noise level in decibc!s for a tv,o-
_lade metal prop<_ller is
Noise level (db) : 24 + O.IIV (,_)
where V is the tip speed in feet oer second. For a
three-blade metal propeller tl_e equation is, apl0roximately,
Noise level (db) = 19 + 0.11V
The actual law is plotted in fi:[ure I0. The relations
(equations (4) and (g)) seem to hold up to about V : 850
feet per second, when the sound level starts to increase
faster than a linear law. Somewhere in the nei_;hborhood
of thi_ soeed, which is an appreciable fraction of the ve-
locity of sound, the flow of air _ast mn airfoil similar
in d esi-4n to a nro_el!er section chan_es from smooth flow
to _burb!in@ type of flow which at low speeds occurs only
at large an_les of attack (reference ZZ)." This results
in a decided chan_e in thc_ character of the sound _ith an
apparent increase in intensity. Hilton (reference 1%) has
indicated that the linear law e_-tends v:ell on past the ve-
locity of sound. _e found that the noise level is direct-
!y proportional to tip spe,!_d in the ran_e from 0 to 1.2
times the velocity of sound.
0bata and co-workers (reference 19) carried out _n
extensive series of observations on the intensity of dif-
ferent frequency components of the propeller noise as a
function of tip speed and ?citch angle of the blades. While
the intensity does not vary in a simFle fashion v_ith the
pitch, it is possible to mnke the rough statement that the
sound level dccr_ased I dccibel for each dew, roe decrease
in pitch over a ran@e from about -I0 ° to +i0 ° _itch setting.
Davis (reference 25) has Given the follo_vin_ rules:
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"Noise reduction of
IN db per !00 ft./see, reduction in tip speed
(some airscre_s gave higher reductions up to
15 db).
i db uer degree decrease in pitch setting.
I0 db for change to thin conventional section.
5 db oer foot diameter increase of airscrew (for
given power, forward sneed, and similar oper-
ating point on the efficiency curve).
I0 db for change to 4-bladcr of same diameter (for
_iven power and appronriate speed). (The chan_e
from a 2-blader would, of course, involve a ehan_e
of _ear ratio and calculations have shown that
there will be no actual imnrovement if the _ear
ratio is kept fixed.)"
A formula _'" " _ •ivmn_ the noise level as a function of ti_
speed, distance of observation point from nropeller, the
number of blades, propeller radius, chord of blades, blade
shape, an:_le of incidence of air stream, and air viscosity
has been given by Capon (reference 23). There is some
doubt as to its complete accuracy, as it has been assumed
in this derivation that the sound intensity diminishes
with the distance according to the familiar inverse square
law. Several observers (references 19 and 20) have found
experimentally that the inten_ity decreases more rapidly
than this. The reader is referred to the original paper
by Caoon for the formula and its use.
The most effective way to reduce the noise level of
an airplane is, then, to reduce the propeller tip speed,
us_ larg_-blac_e propellers and preferably with more than
two blades. In most eases the reduction of tip speed is
accomplished by gearing the propeller to the engine. Care
should be taken that the noise level of the gears is be-
low that of the nropeller noise. As an example of the ad-
vantage in _earing, we quote some figures of Davis (refer-
ence _5), in which a _eared and an ungeared engine are
comnared. The tip speed of the ungeared airplane was 830
feet per second, while that of the _eared airplane was 69_
feet per second; the reduction was, on the average, about
i:_ decibels. In any event, the tip speed should not be
permitted to exceed 850 feet per second, at which speed
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the curves of figure i0 show that the sound level _ets in-
ordinately large.
B. Exhaust and Engine Noise
Usually the propeller noise is much louder than the
exhaust noise. I _ the difference in intensity between the
two is more than i0 decibels, then u-e have seen that even
if we entirely eliminated the exhaust noise, the ._ound
level would be unchan@ed. Thus, there is no point to re-
ducing the exhaust noise unless it is louder than the pro-
De!let noise. Of course, some reduction (I to _ rib) may
be obtained in case the exhaust is no more than 9 deci-
bels below ti_e propeller noise. Before any reduction in
level can be obtained, it is always necessary to first re-
duce the loudest offender.
In certain aircraft, where the tip speed is still
relatively larvae, the exhaust nee_"s no soeeial mufflers or
silencing device. The usual procedure is to use exhaust
collectors, with the exhaust-pipe outlet located well away
from the cabin so that the screenin_ effect of the nacelles
or win@s is used to good advanta_e. Increasin_ the dis-
tance from the cabin is also of advantage since the sound
intensity decreases as the inverse square of the distance,
approximat ely.
In the event that in some way the contribution from
the propeller has been reduced below the level of the ex-
haust, some kind of silencer will be necessary. The
National Bureau of Standards has conducted an investiga-
tion to discover the nat_ire of the action of a muffler
and to test the effectiveness of various comrercial _nd
experiment mufflers (references ZZ and Z4).
Analysi_ of the action of the ordinary muffl_r showeJ1
that it acted by modifying the flow of _as so as to gen-
erate less sound, but did not act to absorb the sound af-
t('r it had once been created. The working _3rinciple of
some of the mufflers was chiefly one of reducin_ the tem-
perature of the exhaust _:_s b.v an expansion chamber or by
_ lar@e metal radiatin_ surface. In addition, in some of
these mufflers a turbulent @as flow, which caused convec-
tion currents, increased the rate of heat loss. When the
temper_ture drofpped, the density of the _as increased, ms
a consequence of which for a s_iven energy of flow, the ve-
locity of discharge of the gas was reduced. In the re-
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sistance type of muffler, the flow of gases was retarded so
that a back pressure was exerted on the en@ine with a con-
sequent loss of power. _[ufflers of this type are too
heavy.
There are several types of mufflers which are built
for the purpose of attenuating the sound produced. In
one, use is made of sound-absorbent material which is able
to withstand the heat of the exhaust gases. Another type
has built into it an acoustic filter, a device which dig-
criminates a_ainst certain frequencies present in the ex-
haust noise, so that these frequencies are attenuated.
Measurements on one type of engine (reference _4), an 80-
horseoower, V-type, 8_cylinder, water-cooled, Hispano-Suiza
engine indicate that the exhaust sound energy is concen-
trated in the frequencies below 250 cycles and _:;reater
than 500 cycles. Hence, the acoustic filter should be de-
signed to dissipate these two frequency re@ions.
One important conclusion of this investigation was
that considerable reduction could be obtained merely by
the use of a manifold system. Thus 7 decibels was gained
when a side manifold tube 5 inches in diameter and 31
inches long was connected to the exhaust port. Four open
norts, 2 inches in diameter, were nrovided on the side
manifold. A more complicmted device containing a Siamese
fitting between the exhaust port and the zid'e manifold at-
tenuated the noise 13 decibels. This indicates the order
of effectiveness of such a simple device as a collector
and a tail pipe. Of the lO mufflers tested, half of them
had a reduction of about 5 decibels; the other five were
responsible for lO decibels loss. The lozm in horsepower,
due to the addition of the mufflers, was less than 2 per-
cent, while the manifold system was responsible for a 1-
to S-percent loss.
It should be Dointed out that the data on mufflers
were obtained in the laboratory in a test set-up in which
the propeller was purposely excluded, so that only ex-
haust noise would be measured. In any practical attempt
at airplane quieting it is desirable to know just which
component, propeller or exhaust noise, is louder, and it
is of advantage to make such observations on the finished
airplane. A method of separating the components has been
indicated by Spain, Loye_ and Templin (reference 28).
Some of their results are given in a later section of this
paper (p. 49).
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Entwine noise, in which _,,:emay include v:_ive a.ud tap-
vet cl:_ttcr, _earo carburetor, and supercn_r_er noise, is
usua_!_r_, bc,!ow the level of the exhaust Som_,,,__i_ures we
h,_v_ _ire_dy quoted (p. 15) _,_ndso_',e obtained at the
l[%tional 3ureau of Standards (reference 24), indic_te th,-_t
the difference is about I_ or 15 decibels, l[aturally, the
en,_ine may cause a _reat deal of disturbance %)ecause of
vibration transmitted to the cabin structure. Care should
be, token therefore to secure a pro_per elastic suspension
for the engine. Zand (referei_ce _2) states that a reduc-
tion of 2 or ,_ decibels was obtzined in ene oarticular in-
stallation in which a resilient moun.tin_ _.as used. He ad-
voc_,tes the use of rubber under shear for mounting,' p_r-
poses, as it _ives a _reater vibratory attelluation than
the ordinary rubber under compression. A method of calcu-
latin_ the lo-_d on the rubber sui[_Jports is _<iso _iven by
Zand. Of course, it is of advantage to have the suspen-
sion fittings as close as _possible to the center of grav-
ity of the entwine. Additional refinements from the quiet-
ing view ooint are flexible _ipes and tubin@ between the
,r_i_e and the nacelle, the ri_id wall of ordinary pipe
lines bein_ more apt to vibrate than the discontinuous
structure of a flexible conduit.
A narticularly disconcerting effect which m,_oybe ob-
t uined i_ multien_ine install_'tions is the -ohenomenon of
]_eats "oetween engines. These occur _vhen two engines are
runnin_ at sli_;htly different speeds; the net effect is a
fluctuation in intensity which may %e as qreat as I0 deci-
bels. In the _odern Dou@las sirplsnes (7_ruderlin (refer-
ence 21)), synchro_ization controls are provided _-hereby
beats are ke_0t less than I in 4 seconds. Be_ts may also
occur between different frequencies present in the complex
structure of airplane noise. ,7hen they _,ccur and are suf-
ficientl_; loud to be disturbing, the appro_)riate remedy is
to cha___e the frequency of t)_.e mecZoanical motion responsi-
ble for the ,4eneration of this note.
C. Aerodynamic a_d Ventilatinz _7oise
The advent of streamlined aircraft, markin_ the rele-
_ation of the "stick and wire" structure and other aero-
dynamicslly fault_; airplane_ to obsolescence, h_us ma_e the
aerod,_rnsnic noise level an unimeort,_mt factor compared to
orope!ler :_nd e:_{in(_ noise. If the lines of the air olane
hull are _<eot clean, a_;d obstructions or mrotrusions :zhich
would cause excessive air turbulence are eliminated, noises
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arising in this manner will not be troublesome. Precau-
tions to be taken in this category are the avoidance of
leaks or openinzs in _vindo_rs or doors and their appropri-
ate installation to assure continuity of streamlining.
Under fli@ht conditions, with variable stresses act-
ing on the fuselage and door, it is possible for sli<ht
openings to appear where a _erfect closure existed on the
. _ou_ ce of noisegroun@. Such o_enings introduce a new
because of the turbulent state of the air at these small
cracks and because they transmit an inordinate amount of
sound into the cabin. An effective 8oor catch should ex-
ert ore_sure on all four ._ides, there are several such de-
vices on the market. There is also a typ,, which has a pneu-
matic gasket which is capable of exoansion upon reaching a
given elevation (Zand, reference _3_i.
In ventilating _t._._o ems for aircraft, _'e have a _oer-
plexin_ oroblem in which, apparently, the demands of <ood
ventilation are diametrically op!0osed to those of keepin_
the cabin quiet. To get the required air flow, rather
large ducts must be used, and if these be employed, suffi-
cient sound may be transmitted into the cabin from the
noisy exterior to make the interior equally loud. Similar
requirements arise in air conditioning, heating, and ven-
ti!ating units for ordinary building construction. T.ue
desi_ner in this case lurus to the "Jse of sound-absorbing
material_ which he employs as a duct lining. In the Curtis-
Wri_ht "Condor" (Gelding, reference °7), such a ventilating
system is used. The duct S consist of two concentric tubes;
tile inner tube is oerforated and the s oace bet_._,een the two
i_ filled with _!aos_ wool which has good sound-absorbing
oronerties. As the air stream nasses through the center
mipe, the associated noise is attenuated. In general, the
attenuation or diminution in sound level is directly pro-
portion_'.l to the !en<th of the duct. For example, if
there is a decrease of i0 decibels for i0 feet, there will
be a 20-decibel loss for [!% feet. It is therefore evident
that to ]_eep the noise level low in the airplane, the in-
take opening should be as f<r as nossible from the point
where the air is dischar<ed into the cabin. Furthermore,
the intake should be located in a relatively quiet spot,
say under a wing .....w T from, _ m_ the _oropeller.
The attenuation net unit length varies _.ith frequency
for any _iven lining and duct o_ening and is usually small-
er at both the low and the hi:_h frequency ends. There ms_y
sometimes be some residual sound, a tearing or s_.ishin_
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type of noise. To re,mealy, recourse should be had to a fre-
quency analyzer to determine the frequency or frequencies
present. An acoustic filter (p. 188, reference Z6) ma,v be
the proner solution if too wide a frequency range is not
present in the analysis.
In certain instances, the di_icult.:;_,__,may arise from a
resonant effect, i.e., if the length of the ventilatin_
oioe is a multiple of one-half wave length (3/2, °/2 _//2/....... , ,2 .... ) of the sound wave concerned; then the pi_e will
be in resonance and the attenuation ,,:ill be much less.
Fi_gure !I (Schoch, reference Z8) show_ this effect. The
influence of an opening; of 15 centimeters len_th and 1.7
centimeters diameter on the ,'_ound insulation of a brick
wall was ascertained. Curve a re_,resents the sound in-
sulation of the _'all v;ithout hole, and curve b v;ith the
hole. The hole is essentially a tube of 15 centimeters
length and will resonate at certain select frequencies,
namely, those for which the wave length of the sound is 2,
2/2, 2/Z, 2/4 .... times the lenqth of the pipe. The
first frequency in the series is af_3roximately 1,150 cycles/
Z4400
_econd (frequency - 2 x 15; the velocity of sound is
Z_I,400 cm/?oec. ). Succeedin_z frecuen-cies will therefore be
2 "_g
,....9, P:,4JSO, _,600, The arrows on the curves of f';'-
ure II show the minima which occur ao_,_roxim.':tel:<.._;,at thec, e
frequencies. It will be seen thet I0 to 15 decibels more
sound is transmitted at these frequencies than at others.
This resonant effect m_y become serious in some in-
stallations if the tube len_;th is _'-:,,_,as to resonate at
the low frequencies from u,hich air_lane noise _ets its
loudest contribution. _'_a,a.,-a 6-foot length resonates, ;_t
94 c:,,cles, and a !2-foot length at 47 cycles. In <_odern
airplanes the fundamental of the r,rooeller note is low be-
cause of the reduced tin s oeed, but usually not !o,_er than
45 c.vcles _er secoud, so that if ventilatin{ piges be keet
lon{_ r thau 12 f c,_t, this anomalous trans<i_sion effect
will not occur. O_°._ course, if the __i-oe. l<n_th_ is -_,,mort,
the hitcher frequencies will resonate and they are u_ually
le,,_s objectionable than the lower ton_s. A frequency anal-
ysis of the offendinz residnal sound will show if it has
the frequencies associated with the length of the pipe.
This len_;th ma?r be chan,_ed so that maximum nttenuation is
obtained _v..,ra]'.in;4 the me:.; len_th i/._, ,'_/,t_,.U/4, , .. of ;t
•.','_ve en_th. Th_.t is, i_ % : _ eu_t'_ of t ......, _nd L :
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the wmve length, minimum attenuation occurs when L = -_-
4L 6L L _L 5L
_ _-, ... and maximum attenuation when _ - 4' 4 ' 4-'
The lengths of maximum transmission occur halfway bet_een
those for minimum transmission.
The size of the conduit which should be used is deter-
mined by the rate at which air is to be supplied to the
cabin and the maximum speed of flow commensurate with pas-
senger comfort. Zand (reference 32) states that 15 to 20
kilometers per hour is "the maximum speed of air which
will not create draughts" and that ZO cubic feet of air per
person per minute will do in normal weather, while on very
hot days, up to 60 cubic feet is necessary.
D. Secondary Noise Sources
The term "secondary noise sources" refers to noise
arising from vibratin_ objects in the cabin, such as bulk-
heads, floors, baggage racks, chairs, and other auxiliary
equipment. These _ive rise to air-borne sounds which may
be particularly objectionable, as they are, in general,
intermittent in nature. Furthermore, vibration of furni-
ture or floors may give passengers an unpleasant vibratory
sensation.
The fuselage of an airplane i_ subjected to sudden
changes in stress, to shocks, and to vibratory motion
arising from prime movers and intense sound waves. If any
cabin fixtures be connected directly to the fuselage, they
will be set into vibration. To remedy this undesirable
condition, it is well not to mount cabin equipment on the
fuselage directly or, if this is necessary, to use shock-
absorbing mountings of rubber, felt, or any other vibra-
tion damping material. Floors, for example, should be
mounted on an isolation system, say, of rubber, felt, or
cork pads. Panels of the cabin trim should be fastened
rigidly, and any large unsupported structural elements
should be avoided, as they will readily cause a low-pitched
drumming effect. The ideal cabin, from this viewpoint, is
one in which no part is compelled to take the stresses to
which the airplane is subjected. Intercabin bulkheads or
any other internal bracing can be readily avoided by the
use of monocoque constructions or "self-supporting U- or
Z-shape rings (Zand, reference 32)."
Windows, if attached directly to the cabin trim, w$11
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create a hiwh-pitched disturbance in the immediate vicinity
of the passen@er. Appropriate rubber fittings for mount-
ing the windows are available on the market. One natented
construction, figure 12 (Zand, reference 32), provides a
rubber channel into which the glass is inserted. Provi-
sion is made for the rubber to move in two directions,
both laterally and vertically, so that the vibration is
readily attenuated. The energy dissipation of such a ma-
terial arises from its ability to change its shape under a
load. Actually, if the rubber is not too soft, it will be
found that it is almost incompressible when confined. It
is, therefore, well for the designer to allow rubber or
other resilient supporting material room for expansion or
contraction.
Other minor pieces of equipment, "such as ashtrays,
drinking glasses, mirrors, fire extinguishers, and seat
belts" should be securely fastened to the cabin to elimi-
nate the oossibility of their rattling or buzzin@. Eter-
nal vigilance is the price of keeping these annoyances
from cropping up. _ountin_s and fittinqa should be oeri-
odically inspected.
Attention to detail,_ when installing cabin e_uipment
will pay. Secondar;_ noir, es, then, may be kept to a mini-
mum. With the principles detailed under the other sec-
tions A, B, and C, the designer ma/ choose his operating
conditions and pattern his design so that a material re-
duction in noise level of about 20 decibels is obtained.
His untreated cabin, however, is still much too noisy, the
level being about !00 to 105 decibels. For comfortable
surroundings and unim?eded ability to converse, the sound
intensity should be reduced to that in the V-16 and V-12
passenger cars of table I, i.e., between 79 and 84 deci-
bels. A further reduction of an._where from 15 to 2_, dec-
ibels, and in some cases S_ decibels. , _-_,_.,be necessary.
For this, recourse must be had to the orincilples of sound
insulation and sound absorption. We shall show that by
makin_ use of these two _0rincioles, it is cor_ible to @ain
uo to ZO decibels for a reasonable amount of additional
weight. However, before discussin@ this phase of the prob-
lem, we should like to round off our _reaent discussion by
giving some additional means available to secure a reduc-
tion of noise level :_ithout soundproofing.
One of these schemrs has been indicated by Bruderlin
(reference 21). He found that bX curving the fuselage
section, less low-frequency sound _'ould be transmitted
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into the airolane than if the section were fla_. Thus,
in the DC-2, a deformation of the section to a 50-inch
radius produced an improvement of 6½ decibels at 50 cycles
per second, while a l O0-inch radius was 2_- decibels better
than :_ flat section. The appropriate radius is, of neces-
sity, a compromise between decibel _ain and necessary in-
terior space. Analyses of the distribution of noise in
the cabin have shown that the front of the airplane is,
in general, noisier than the rear. For example, current
practice among airplane manufacturers (reference 35). in-
dicates that sound levels run from about 83 to 91 deci-
bels in the cabin and 85 to 102 decibels in the _)ilot's
quarters. It therefore follows that ba_a_e rooms or mail
compartments should be 7_laced in between cabin and cockpit,
so that the cabin is removed from the noisiest part of the
airplane. On the other hand, rest rooms should probably
be well in the rear, toward the quiet end since, for the
passenger who is sick or desires rest, a noisy environment
will accentuate his discomfort.
IV. SOUNDPROOFIi_G THE AIRPLANE
A. The Noise-Reduction Factor
The process of soundproofing is de_0endent upon two
different physical phenomena, sound absorption, _nd sound
insulation. Just where the distinction arises may be seen
from the following illustration. Imagine yourself the
owner of a boiler fe.ctory. The din is terrific; workmen
are subjected to the enervating effect of unceasing noise.
Furthermore, the peo_ole whQ are unfortunate enough to live
in the neighborhood are comolaining: "Your f_nctory is un-
bearable." You have two distinct problems to solve: one is
to reduce the sound level within the buildin_ in order to
relieve your employees, and the other is to prevent the
noise from leaving the building - for the relief of your
neighbors.
If you think you would first like to set your neigh-
bors at ease, then what you must do is to chan@e the con-
struction of your walls so that they become more effective
sound insulators. It is possible to achieve this in-
creased efficiency in several ways, one of which is to in-
crease the weight of the walls considerably. The heavier
wall transmits less Sound, but to secure all of the addi-
tional insulation desired a more complicated solution may
be necessary.
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However, having built this wall has not given respite
to your workmen; the noise is still just as loud on the
inside. Recourse must be had to sound-_.bsorbing materials,
the application of which to the walls of the interior will
afford a material reduction in loudness. Furthermore, the
use of absorption in the interior also helps to reduce the
sound-level exterior to the building. If the sound level
is reduced 5 decibels on the inside, it will also be 5 dec-
idels less on the outside. In this sense, the utilization
of sound absorbents may be Said to have some sound-insulat-
ing value. However, since it is usually not possible to
secure a reduction of more than 7 decibels by this means,
it is necessary to make s-oecial provision for sound insu-
lation.
Of course, in quieting an airpl_ne, the point of view
is reversed; the noise exists externnlly to the airplane
and what is desired is to prevent the transmission of sound
into the interior. However, having once penetrated into
the cabin, acoustical materials may be applied so as to
diminish the sound level. Soundoroofing a cabin thus re-
solves itself into an attack on two fronts, the objectives
of which are: "Kee_ the noise out and keep the noise down."
On v:hich of the two battlegrounds the stronger efforts
sho_id be exerted will be evident from consideration of the
noise-reduction formula which we now deduce.
As an approximation to the actual physical situation
encountered under flight conditions, the following se't-up
is considered. We have a cabin which may be thought of
as a lar_ box, this box being suspended inside of a still
larger box. A source of sound is situated exterior to the
cabin, _s a result of which there will exist a certain
sound field in the s_ace bet_Teen the two boxes; it is as-
sumed that at all ooints in this field there exist equal
amounts of sound energy. The total rmount of sound energy
present in the s_oace exterior to the cabin will be denoted
by Ee, and the amount of sound energy which is in_;_ident
on unit s rea of the cabin surface on its exterior _ide in
unit time, will be E't_. Of ther, e E'e units of sound
energy, only a certain fraction will be transmitted into
the interior of the cabin. The fraction of the incident
ener;_y which is transmitted into the interior of the cabin
is known as the transmissivity, and will be designated by
the symbol T. Hence, per unit time, the total ener,gy ap-
pearing in the cabin is TE_e _, S being the total sur-
face area. Within the cabin there exist units of
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energy, asa result of which E' i units of energy hit unit
area of the interior in _nit time. The cabin is lined
with a surface finish which has a sound-absorption coeffi-
cient _. This means that of the E' i energy units strik-
ing unit area of S, a certain fraction, _ will be ab-
sorbed. Hence, c_Ei'iS units of en _ eer_y ar absorbed in
unit time. In addition, there is also a c(_rtain transmis-
sion of energy from the interior of the cabin to the exte-
rior, i.e., of the Ells energy units incident on the in-
terior surface TE'iS energy units appear externally.
When equilibrium is attained, there must be just as much
energy appearing as is disappearing in the cabin, so that
we ho_ve :
whence
TE'eS = :_E'iS + TE'iS (6)
_J e _,S + TS
...... = .......... (7)
E' i TS
The sound energy striking the cabin wall on its inte-
• riot side is a function of the total sound energy present
in the interior of th_ cabin; in fact, it is possible to
show that in the ideal case assumed here the two are pro-
portional. Similarly, the sound energy incident on the
exterior side is proportional to the energy exterior to the
cabin, so that
Et e Ee
E' i E i
(s)
The difference in sound level in decibels between the
outside and the inside is known as the noise-reduction fac-
Ee
tot and is equal to l0 logic Ei so tnat the
a,S + TS (9)
Noise reduction in decibels : i0 lOglo TS
k surprising fact will at once b_ evident from equa-
tion (9). If there is no absorption within the cabin,
i.e., G_ = 0, the sound level within will be equal to
that without, no matter how effective the wall is in pre-
ventin_ the transmission of sound. Physical considera-
tions show at once why this must be so. Any sound energy
_hich does %et into the interior is not absorbed and hence
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will persist for a very long time.' (There will be some
loss at each incidence on the cabin wall due to transmis-
sion through the wall; hence it will not persist indefi-
nitely. ) As more and more energy is transmitted from the
outside, the sound level will continue to increase until
the external and internal intensities are equal. Zquilib-
rium will then set in and the two sound levels will be
equal. Thus, it is necessary to have some absorption in the
cabin, else an effective insulation scheme will be of no
avail.
It will be noticed from equation (9) that to obtain
large sound reductions, we must have a low transmissivity
and a high absorption coefficient. }i_ure iS, in which
the decibel reduction calculated from equation (9) is plot-
ted for different values of T and c:, illustrates this
fact. (Cf. fi_. S, reference _S.) It v!ill be seen that
the maximum reduction occurs at the lov;est transmissivi-
ties and the highest absorption coefficients. Furthermore,
if there is very little absorption, the reduction is small.
However, for low transmissivities the reduction i,ncreases
much more ra_idly for small values of _ than for the same
values of _ at lar_er values of T. Thus chan_in_ the
absorption coefficient from 0 to 0.2 results in a chan_e
of 2S decibels for T = 0.001, of i_.3 decibels for T =
0.01, of 4.7 decibels for T = 0.!, and of 0.8 decibels
for T = I. On the other hand, if we chancre from :_ = 0.2
to _ = !, we get less varied reductions for the various
TTs, i.e., ?.0 decibels for T = 0.001, 6.7 decibels for
T = '_ 01, 5.,% decibel,_ for T = 0.I, 2.2 decibels for
T = i. For the same increase in _ the decrease in the
sound level _;,ithin the cabin is qreatest for low transmis-
sivities.
another important consideration which is evident from
these curves will be illustrated bTf the following example:
Suopose _ = 0.I and T = 0.01; the noise reduction is
i0.__ decibels. If we wish to :_ain another iS-decibel re-
duction, _,,e may do one of two thin@s: ch,qnge the i.uterior
treatment so th:_t the absorption coef!'icient increases
__rom 0.i to i, or, kce_0in,:_ _ _, fixed at O,.l, c'_,._n_e the
cabin wall structure _o that T decreases to 0.0%1. Ei-
ther of these treatments will result in a further decrease
in level of 9.6 decibels. The ans_ver to the question as
to which of these two possibilities is most advantageous
depends on the relative wei_lhts of the proposed treatments:
the best solution is that which requires the least addi-
tional weight, other thin_s bein_ eq_;al. In any particular
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case in _vhich it is contemplated making a choice between
decreasing T or increasinI _ and in which the weights
of ti_e proposed treatments are known, the most appropriate
answer can be readily obtained from the noise-reduction
factor.
The above theoretical development is to be considered
only as a very approximate one. It deals v_ith a hi@hly
idealized cabin, _vhich may be considered very simply as an
empty room, devoid of any accessories and having all _ides
of uniform construction and _urla" ce finish. Under these
circumstances, the transmittin@ and absorbing surfaces are
the same, and the transmissivit.v and absorption coeffi-
cient do not vary from wall to v:a!l. In our real cabin,
ho_.vever, the transmitting and absorbing surfaces are not
equal. The cabin floor may have little absorption value
but may be a very effective insulator. ' People, upholstered
seats, various furniture oieces within the cabin have some
absorbin_ ability. Furthermore, _ and T vary in dif-
ferent parts of the cabin. Glass u_indows have absorption
and transmission coefficients (G and T) _vhich differ from
that of the other cabin units, such as v:alls, bulkheads,
floors, etc. Equation (9) may be modified to take these
various factors into account. The total absorption in the
room is not _S but a sum of the ter_s c!$i + c_S 2 +
c3S s + ..., where a l is the absorption coefficient of a
surface _Thich has S I units of area, _n the absorption
coefficient for S e units of area, etc. Similarly, the
total transmission is given by Tie I + Tess + Tss 3 + ....
where T I, T 2, T 3 .... are the transmissivities for the
¢.different surfaces having the area el, o 2, s3 ....
If _e let A = _S! + ca S_ + "'" = absorption
T = TIS ! + TSS 2 + ... = transmittance
we _et for equation (9):
A+T < A)Noise reduction (db) = lO lo_io -10 lOgle 1 +_, (lO)
A
For reductions greater than about ?.0 decibels
_reater than i, so we _et
is much
iJoise reduction (db) = I0 !og-_ o -_ (ii)
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B. Sound Absorption
To calculate the noise reduction one may obtain in a-y
soundproofin_ scheme, it is necessary to know the absorp-
tion coe<ficient and transmissivity of the materials used.
_,i_thods are available to de_termine both of these quanti-
ties in the laboratory. The most reliable test procedure
for determining c, now in use, is the reverberation-room
method, in ._hich the time it tai<_s for sound in a room to
decay through a snecified number of decibels, is m_asured.
Sabine _irot showed _hat the total absorption in a room,
A, is related to the time of decay for a range of 60 dec-
ibels (the so-called "reverberation time" IF) and to the
volume of the room V, by the formula
_ o.osv
A
where • is in seconds and V in cubic feet. Thus, to
determine _, it is necessary to measure the reverbera-
tion time with a known amount of material in the reverber-
ation chamber. Correction must be made for the absorption
of the empt_z room.
There are several features of importance about sound-
absorbin_ materials which should be pointed out. Absoro-
tion of sound ener,_y nay occur in either of t,vo ways:
through porosity or diaphragm action, k z aterial which is
effective because of its porosity, consists of a :_reat
number of intercommunicatinz pores, fissures, or cells.
The sound wave incident on the surface y_enetrates into the
interior i_y means of the small openings in the material
but, in travelin_ down these capillaries, the _ave motion
is resisted by a viscous dra_ exerted by the capillary
walls. As a result, some of the energy in the "_vave is
dissipated by thins friction_l force and is converted into
heat. It is at once evident _:_hat the effect of thickness
is. If the naterial is too thin, the _ave will be reflect-
ed off the back surface after havin:_ be,_n only partially
dissipated, so that considerable energy will be reflected
back into the room. If the msterial is thick enough, the
wave may be _b_or_ed to such an extent that v,,hat i_ final-
ly returned to the room is considerabl_! attenuated,
_'iven by Knudsen (77 191 re{erence _7),Some figures =, . , _ ,
show the effect of thickness on the absorption of 7_alsam
_7ooi at different_ __requencies. These are _'iven in table
IIl.
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TABLE !ii
Variation of absorption coefficient of Balsam Wool
with I:hickness and frequency (cycles oer second)
i Ab_orotion coefficient at frequencies of:
E................ i.......................................................................
Thickness 128 _ 2S6 512 102,3 20_18
1/2 _{nch _I 0._6,_ 0. _,__ 0.41 0.58 0.57
I
I
1 " .10 _ .25 .66 .62 .60[
i? " .21 I .88 .58 .69 .70
,I " .q_1 _I _ 85 75 76
It will be seen that the 4reatest in(_rease with
thickness dccurs at the lo,,_e_ £rec_uenci_s. While no gen-
er;_l conclusions are w%lid for all materi;_is, a very gen-
eral st'_tement can be male v;hich covers the action of all
porous materials, viz_ the ebsorption coefficient is rou_h-
ly proportional to thicknc,_.s for a frequency of 128 cy-
cles rer second for thicknenzez as large as 3 or 4 inches.
Above this frecuency, for thickn_'sscs 6reater than 2 inches,
the coefficient is appro:,:im%tely constant, but may increase
_!i_;htly; for smaller thicknesses the variation _ith thick-
ness is usual!; _ not _,redict;,_.ble.
In the '_ _ ,o_.enomenon of :_iaohragm action the acoustical
mate, ri?_l vibrates in _uch ,% f_shion as to absorb energy
from the sound wr_ve. Since,. it requires energy to maintain
this vibration, the reflected wave from the material is
considerably attenuated. _Jhether a material is free to
vibr;-te or not _e_ends on the 1_anner in ",_,hich it is mount-
ed on the wall which it covers. If it is mounted rigidly,
it cannot show this diaphra,_m action, _rovided the wall
itsel£ is rigid. However, if it is mounted on wood studs,
or fastened by any other simil:_r mc%ns, s,o th%t the indi-
vidual unit is held f,_%st only ;_t its ed._es: then it has
the possibility of behavin_ like m diaphragm. An important
consider:_,f, ion, therefore, in ,_,_'vin_ absorption coefficient__
is to _tate _ust how the r.aterials were mounted when test-
ed. The spplication of such data to other types of mount-
in_s i_ usually unreliable and incorrect. For example,
the followin_ data were t;,_,cen ;',t the }[ational Bureau of
Standards (p. 5, reference 9) on a certain acoustical tile
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(Acousti-Celotex, type C2, 11,,/16 in. thick) which was
stuck on _ypsum wallboard by means of an adhesive. The
wallboard was placed on the floor of the reverberation
room and tested. It was also tested after it had been
nailed on to 15/16- by 2-inch furrin_ strips 12 inches on
center. The results are as follows:
I........_':ounting 1R_8 256 ._51£_ l;!::i_ ".... 2iZ8 .... 4_-Z92
/ I
I 0 80 0.67 0.57Cemented onto wallboard 10.111 0.Sl 0.71 .
Nailed to furrin_ _ , .7Z .67 .$5
. I
The diaphragm action is especially evident at 256 cycles
per second.
In this connection it is well to note one, other point.
If the material is tested in the laboratory in small indi-
vidual tile units and then, in the actual installation, is
applied in lar@er units, the use of laboratory coefficients
may be inaccurate, especially at the lower frequencies.
At these frequencies the tile may be in resonance (normal
vibrational modes), and since these resonant effects de-
pend on the size of the unit the coefficient will be dif-
ferent for the two tiles. In fact. laboratory data ob-
tained at frequencies of 128 cycles or less may not be too
close to the actual coefficients which obtain under the
condition of mountin_ in an airplane, since :_t these fre-
quencies there is considerable vibration of the airplane.
This is, of course, only true for those materials which
are sound absoroers b,y virtue of their vibratory charac-
teristics.
Some commercial products are manufactured to _ive
this diaphragmatic absorption. In _-;eneral, they consist
of a flexible external sheet of some kind- paper, wood,
doped fabric, or metal foil backed up by un air space.
One of these is "vibrafram," which comes in i,_- by iS-inch
units, and has a stiff _heet of felted paper shaped to
form a sort of hollow pan. The base is arran,:;ed _Tith a
lip so that it can be pasted onto any surface desired.
It is the characteristic of this type of -_bsorption
scheme that the coefficient is s maximum at one frequency
and tapers off at all others. The :_raph of absorption co-
efficient versus frequency is res_nance_!ike in nature.
What is taking place is, that at a certain frequency res-
onance occurs, as the combination of vibrating diaphragm
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plus air-space forms, in effect, a mechanical system of a
mass on a spring, in which the diaphragm may be considered
as the mass and the volume of air enclosed by the vibrat-
ing membrane as the spring. That is, the enclosed volume
of air acts as if it possessed stiffncss, and this latter
is the property of a spring.
]_[eyer (reference 8) has shown that if a wall is cov-
ered by a stiff membrane of this kind, of mass m net
unit area and distance _ from the wall, the resonant
frequency is given by the following formula:
188f - (IZ)
where f is in cycles oer second, m in grams per square
centimeters, and _ in centimeters. Fi@;ure 14 @ires the
results of },_eyerts measurement on brown wrapping paper
placed at a distance o_ 5 centimeters from the wall.
Curve a is with the air space, and curve b is with the
space partially filled with cotton waste. The cotton was
introduced in such a fashion that it did not touch the
vibrating diaphragm. Its only effect was to absorb the
sound waves which were produced in the air space, especial-
ly those waves traveling in a direction parallel to the
face of the paper. By using several layers of material
separated by an air space, it is possible to get good low-
frequency absorption over a fairly wide range. Figure 15
(Meyer, reference 8) shows the results obtained in an ar-
rangement using thrse layers of oilcloth, with an air
space of 5 centimeters between each layer. The theoretical
exnlanation of this action is based on the mechanical anal-
ogy of this arrangement to an electrical filter u-hich
passes high frequencies only.
While porous materials are generally inefficient at
the low end of the frequency range, but are much more s b-
sorbent at the higher frequencies, those arrangements de-
pending on diaphragm action have a maximum absorptior_ at
the low end. To obtain good absorption over the whole
range, the logi_al procedure would be to attempt to com-
bine these two effects. This may be done, as we have al-
ready pointed out, by using a mounting for the porous ma-
terial Which will _oermit vibration, if the material is
sufficiently rigid to be capable of vibration. Another
possibility is one in which the porous material is at-
tached to a stiff membrane so th-_% ebsorption occurs due
to both norosity and vibration. For example, some figures
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obtained at the National Bureau of Standards on a commer-
cial product "Limpet," which is sprayed asbestos mixed
with a binder to make it cohere, are _iven below. The as-
bestos was sprayed on metal lath, thus making possible dia-
phragmatic motion; and also on wallboard, in which case
the absorption would be due to porosity only.
Mountin_
Sprayed on
wallboard
Sprayed on
metal lath
and surface
Absorption coefficients of _prayed asbestos
128 256 512 1024 2048 4096
O.iS O.Z! (3.66 0.8Z 0.7_ 0.66
painted .57 .71 .80 .56 .51 .52
The thickness of the layer was S/4 inch. There was
approximately a S-inch air space behind the metal lath.
The m_Ich higher absorption coefficient resulting from dia-
phragm action is evident at the lower freauencies. The
Limpet sprayed on metal lath was _0ainted with several
coats of paint. This cayuses a reduction in the coeffi-
cients at the three hi_]her frequencies since the oaint
film prevents entrance of the sound Wave into the pores in
the interior of the material. On the other hand, it stiff-
ens the surface of the material, so that the membrane ac-
tion is enhanced at the lower frequencies. In another
sample, in which Limpet was sprayed on metal lath and then
painted, the absorption at the high frequencies was not
med uced because of the existence in the painted surface of
a great number of holes which permitted penetration of the
wave directly into the air s oace. Once in the air space,
the sound exmeriences eo dissipative effect at the absorb-
ent undersurface of the _pra;,'ed asbestos, and hence the
absorption throughout the whole frequcnc_ range is in-
creased. The material, Nashkote, developed by Johns-
Manville (reference 22) combined the,_e two nrincioles,
porosity and diaphragm action, to oroduce at. absorbent
which was effective at all freq_eneies.
Some other arrangements have been ¢_iven by the German
investigators, Wehner "_nd Willms (reference Z0). For ex-
ample, they used a 3-millimeter plywood sheet, perforated
with P-millimeter diameter holes, and backed up by 6-milli-
meter Calmuc (German trade uame of a porous _aterial) and
a 50-millimeter air s_r_ce. This arrangement shows a rose-
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nant effect depending on the distance from thr wall. At
the wall a standing wave system is set up, and the par-
ticle velocity of this wsve is a maximum at a distance of
1/4 wave length (of the frequency concerned) from the
wall. The amount of sound energy dissipated depends on
the viscous resistance of the pores, and this is a maxi-
mum wh_n the oarticle velocity is a maximum, so that at a
distance of 1/4 wave length the absorption coefficient
will be ;_reatest. At freauencies bet:,,een 600 and 1,000
cycles per second this set-un _ives a coefficient of about
90 percent, while at 100 cycles the absorption is only I0
percent. Of importance is the acoustical resistance of
the backing layer. For best results it should match that
of the air, i.e., 42 acoustical ohms.
Wehner and Willms also report some measurements in
which coefficients close to i00 _ercen_ were obtained
over a narrow band of frecuencies. These were all reso-
nant arrangements similar to _[eyerls, the only difference
being that on the back of the surface membrane (either
perforated plywood or oilcloth) felt was applied. How-
ever, the absorption coefficient at other frequencies was
less than I0 percent. For example, the oilcloth-felt ar-
rangement with a 50-millimeter air space, gave the follow-
ing coefficients at I00, 200, SD@, 400, 500, 600, 800
cycles per second, respective!y: _, = 0.04, 0.0_, 1.00,
0.65, 0.45, 0.25, 0.08.
It is well to observe here that any surface covering
applied over the face of a material is apt to change its
coefficient. If the covering is very open, such as any
perforated metal, wood, or fabric, or any open4weave cloth,
the coefficient ma,v chan_;e either way, i.e. , increase or
decrease, but usually not ver_. much In soundoroofing
air olanes the practice is to use _ads or blankets of light-
weight fibrous materials which are olaced between the outer
skin and the cabin trim. The trim may be a very open fab-
ric, or oerforated sheet of some kind, in which case the
laboratory coefficients are _0robably uncnan%ed; or the
trim may be a heavy mohair, leather, or fabric of some
kind. In the latter event, since the surface of the blan-
ket is effectively screened by the external covering, the
laboratory coefficients are no longer valid, unless the
absorption has been measured with the particular covering
actually used in the cabin. In some cases the materials
may be covered with a special waterproofing finish or
sheet, so that the effectiveness of the material will be
practically all vitiated. The moral is: beware of extra-
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neous surfaced finishes which -orevent the penetration of
sound into the absorbent; in any event, a test of the ma-
terial with the coverin_ on it, will determine whether
the arrangement is satisfactory.
Bv using several la,vers of different types of blan-
kets or sheets, it is ]:_ossible to _et a hi@h absorption
over a considerable range of frequencies. Some measure-
ments made on 1-inch Fiber_las and I/-$-inch Unisorb Felt
by the National Burea_ o?_Standards, are _"_ven_below. All
tests were made by placin_ the material on the floor; on
top of the blanket a perforated iron sheet was placed.
The Fiberglas and Unisorb Felt were first tested separate-
ly, and then to_ether, with the felt on top.
k i '128 256 ! 512 10_6 20_;8 i4096
.......................................... _......._ ...... -_..... 9 .......
o I i i1-inch Fiberglas PO 0 66 _ .............. 92 0.95 0 85 0.88
I
i ...... _t- ...........4 .................l/ -inch Uni orb Felt i.0,, .OSi .ST .66! .86
I
1-inch Fiber_!as + 1/4- _Z . ! .98 97 89 91
inch Unisorb Felt .,')_ 86 i • • •
i I
v'_ " f e '_' --,,nzle the it is not verp" seed at IP8 and 256, it
nevertheless produced a considerable increase in the coef-
ficient when it was combined with the Fiberglas. If the
coefficients of the individual layers are kno_vn, it will
be seen from this example that it is not oossible to pre-
dict just what the combination of the two will _ive. As
stated before, in an accurate prediction of the noise re-
duction to _ expected, the absorption coefficient of the
actual arran@ement of materials to be used should be known.
Of course, in ma],<in{ auv choice of _zbsorbents for
aircraft, there are other properties which sho_lld be con-
sidered iu addition to the absorption coefficient. The
most important of these is wei_ht. The material used
should have the minimum of wei{ht consistent v:ith {cod ab-
sorption. _Vei_ht reduces the pay load, so that unneces-
sary weight is particularly costly. Bruderlin (reference
21) has calculated that in the 5-3_ear life of an airplane
of the D0-2_ t,vpe, the net avera._ _''e co_t., per pound of ex-
cess wei{ht is $S25, a sizable figure, especially if the
excess is very much. For this reason the desi4ner in choos-
in@ his acoustical materi_,_l must re,_rict '_is attention to
the very li@ht materials. Fortunately, there is a fair-
sized collection to choose from; in table IV we have corn-
oiled the known absort.tion data on low density materials.
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While a material may have high absorption and low
density, it still may not be the best one to use, since
there are certain other important properties which it may
lack. in selecting the proper one to use, considerations
should be @iron to such quantities as heat conductivity,
moisture absorption, fire resistance, vermin resistance,
disintegration or packing under service conditions, chem-
ical stability, etc.
Naturally, it is of considerable advantage if the
product happens to be a good thermal insulator also. In
this connection there is prevalent a widespread miscon-
ception to the effect that good sound absorbers always
have low thermal conductivities. While this may be true
in some cases, it is not necessarily so. All of the known
thermal conductivities of products listed in table IV are
given in table V. The thermal conductivitiez are given in
terms of the K factor (B.t.u. per hour 1)er square foot
per de_ree Fahrenheit per I in. thickness).
Under the extreme_ of temperature and weather condi-
tions which aircraft experience, the condensation of mois-
ture on the acoustical material is very apt to occur. If
the absorption of moisture takes place, there will be a
considerable increase in the weight of the airplane and
the acoustical efficiency of the treatment may be reduced.
In addition, the thermal conductivity will be reduced.
For these reasons it is important that the material be
waterproof. One hundred percent waterproofness may be ob-
jectionable in certain instances, however, as S. J. Zand
has pointed out to the author. If the material is placed
next to the metal skin of the fuselage, say, _lued on,
then there will be formed slight air pockets between the
skin and the back surface of the material. The water va-
por ori-_inally present in these pockets will condense and
if the absorbent is impervious to moisture the water can-
not escape; whence the possibility of corrosion of the
skin arises. If there is a slight avenue of escape left
open for the water vapor - say, if the material is not en-
tirely waterproof - the danger of corrosion will be elimi-
nated. To assist in the evaporation process, it is quite
feasible to bypass some of the air stream from the venti-
lating system through the space between interior trim and
fuselage.
An item which should not be overlooked is the question
of resistance to packing or settling. Vibration of air-
craft is severe, and changes in acceleration are large and
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occur rapidly, so that a material which may be all right
for ordinary use may not be particularly suited for the
airplane. There is the possibility that the fibers or
substance from which the acoustic blanket is made may breah
up or subdivide. As a consequence, packing will result and
some of the compartments in the blanket nay be bare of fill-
in spots.
C. Sound Insulation
While the sound-absorption coefficient suffices to de-
scribe the efficiency of the material as a sound absorber,
the sound-transmission loss i._ the physical quantity which
specifies its sound-insulation value, its abilit_T to pre-
vent the transmission of sound. Since the transmissivity,
T, represents a transmission of energy, the resistance to
transmission, or opacity to sound_ would be represented by
I/T. The reciprocal of T, e:<pressed in the decibel
scale is known as the transmission loss, i.e.,
Transmission loss (in decibels) = I0 lo_Io k_
(l_)
To clarify this concept, consider this situation.
There are two adjacent rooms, in one of which is located
a source of sound. As a result of this, a certain sound
level exists in the other room. To kee_D the level down,
the second room is treated with a sound-absorbing material.
It is desired to know the intrinsic insulation value of the
wall between the two rooms. The difference in the sound
level existing on the t_vo sides of the :vall, is due not
only to its insulating efficiency but also to the absorp-
tion in the receiving room, so that to _i_et the effect of
the wall itself, a correction must be made for the absor)p-
tion. From equation (i!), we have for difference in level,
greater than 20 decibels
E 1 A "\
I0 logzo Ea i ].o_io k,S/
where E l and E c are th_ sound ener4ies in the source
and receiving room, respectively, A is the total absor_-
tion in the receivin_ room, T is the transmissivity of
the wall and S is its surface area. Solving for
i
i0 loglo _, we <et
/i\ = i _ log /_A\I \_>1 .... l°gzo 'kT / " zo k,E,?o/ - 1,% loa.;lo /A (15)
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The expression l0 l°gl°7__ _) is the transmission
/_h / is the observed decibel
loss of the wall, l0 loglo _EaJ
difference, so that i0 loglo_ _../_ is the correction term
k /
which corrects for the effect of absorption. Furthermore,
the appearance of the surface area in the correction term
is equivalent to reducing the result to that which would
be gotten on a wall of unit area. Thus, if S were one
unit area, there would be no correction for area, since
loglo 1 = 0. It is apcarent, then, that the transmission
loss is the unique physical qusntity which is a property
of the wall only. This makes it possible to compare the
insulation value of different constructions by comparing
their transmission losses.
The example outlined above is the basis of one method
of determining the transmission loss of different struc-
tures. The panels are placed in an opening between two
rooms, and the difference in level between the noisy and
quiet side, the absorption on the quiet side, and the sur-
face area of the panel are measured, these data sufficing
to give the transmission loss. This method is in use at
the National Bureau of Standards and other laboratories.
Observations made on a large number of panels of homo-
geneous construction have shown that the single, most im-
portant determinant of the insulation efficiency of a pan"
el of this type is its mass. Figure 16 is a result of the
work of Chrisler and Snyder (reference 24) conducted at the
National Bureau of Standards (reference SS) on panels con-
sisting of single sheets of different materials. It is
to be seen that for the very light panels the average
transmission loss • increases quite rapidly as the weight
increases uo to about 0.5 _ound oer square foot. From
this point on, however, the curve begins to flatten and
the rate of increase in insulation efficiency is much
less. As a matter of fact, the curve of figure 16 can be
represented on a logarithmic scale by a straight line.
In figure 17, the transmission loss is olotted against the
logarithm of the weight (Ib./sq.ft.). This straight line
has been given by Chris!er and Snyder (reference 24) and
is reoresented by the dotted line of figure 16.
_The tests reported here were conducted in a slightly dif-
ferent fashion from that now in use; hence, while the fig-
ures obtained are not strictly transmission losses, they
are very approximately so.
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In table VI the actual measurements on the different
materials are given. It is to be noticed that the trans-
mission loss varies with frequency and that the panels
are less effective at the low-frequenc_r end. To specify
the aver_._e __erformance of the _anel, the average of t _--,
transmission losses at the three different frequency
bands is given; in the future, in referring to the averade
tran._mission loss, we shall omit the word "average."
It has been found that the strai@ht-line relationship
bet_veen transmission loss and logarithm of the weight is
valid for even very heavy panels. The designer is clear-
ly at a disadvantage here. If he wishes to _et good insu-
lation he must resort to heavy structures. _ortunately,
however, it is possible to get _reater efficiency by re-
sorting to the use of composite panels.
To illustrate the point, consider the case of three
rooms arranged in a row in which room 2 is the center one,
and rooms I and 3 the two extreme ones. Let us say, the
separating partitions between the rooms are plywood, 0.125
inch thick. If we have a source of sound in room i, test
no. 14 tells us that there will be a reduction in level
of approximately 19 decibels between rooms I and 2 and,
furthermore, between rooms 2 and 3, there will be another
approximate reduction of 19 decibels, so that room 3 is
about 3_ decibels quieter than room i. This is a very
considerable reduction, inasr_uch as an increase of 19 dec-
ibels has been achieved merely by addin:_ another plywood
wall. Hence, one mi_ht exoect that by using a double wall
with an air space, the transmission loss _._,ouldbe much
larger than for the sinile panel and much _reater than the
wei_zht relationship for homogeneous panels would require.
In table Vii is pres<_nted results on tests of t_vo
panels _,ith an air s_ace between them.
The last column in the table is significant; it states
the _ain in decibels of the double partition over the sin-
gle homo_eneous p_rtition which has the same _.eight. ;or
example, consider test no. 26, in which two aluminum
sheets 0.025 inch thick v;ere se_>aratcd by an air space of
0.50 inch. The transmission loss was 16.I decibels, and
the _.ei._ht of the panel was 0.70 pouna per square foot.
From figure 16 we see that a homo:_eneous panel of this
wei_jht would have a transmission loss of about 21 or 22
decibels, so that there has bet_n an actual loss in insula-
tion efficiency. In fact, not only is no. 26 less effec-
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tire than a homogeneous nartition of the same weight, but
it is o lso poorer than no. ll, in which only one sheet of
aluminum was used.
Thus, it will be seen that in practically all instances
there is a loss instead of a gain. The effect of the air
space, when the panels are very close, is to actually in-
crease the transmission of sound. The difference between
these results and our idealized situation of the three
rooms is to be ascribed to the proximity of the two pan-
els. For one thing, a good share of the vibration of the
first panel is transmitted through the frame or common
support on which the two are mounted; and secondly, the
air space for these panels acts as a sort of elastic sheet
which couples the two faces together. As the weight in-
creases, however, the effect of t_.e air soace becomes less
important, so that a gain in transmission loss is experi-
enced as, for example, no. ,q2.
No. 30 is interesting as it suggests a clue as to
what is to be done to remedy the situation. Insulite is a
sound-absorbing material, hence, in no. 30 the sound level
existing between the two partitions has been decreased with
a consequent increase in insulation. What is needed then,
is: l) to absorb the sound energy present in the air
_pace, and 2) to break the elastic tie which exists be-
tween the two walls as a result of the air soace. For
these reasons, various absorbent layers were olaced in the
air soace. First, fibrous boards such as Celotex and In-
sulite, were tried. While there was an imorovement over
similar tests on the double wall with air _nace, the trans-
mission loss was still 5 decibels less than that for a ho-
mogeneous panel of the same wei_ht (test nos. _3-_q6, ref-
erence _,_). For the low-density materials such as Balsam
Wool, hair felt, and cotton, the following results were
obtained (table VIii).
"The cotton, hair felt, and 1/C-inch layer of balsam
wool are seen to give no improvement over a panel of equal
weight. The thicker layers of balsam wool are seen to
give an improvement of 5 decibels on the average." This
reduction is what would be expected from a o_nel of more
than twice the weight. Another series of panels was meas-
ured usin_ a dry zero blanket, which is a nroduct made of
kanok and is very light, having a density of 1.14 oounds
per cubic foot. The results are given in table IX.
The largest gain was experienced in Dane! no. 50 but
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it must be ruled out in this comparative series of measure-
ments, since it was not of the same size as the other pan-
els. The best panels from the point of view of highest
tr_nsmission loss __or legist weight arc nos ,19 and El, both
giving a transmission loss of about 30 decibels v:ith a
.weight of I pound per square feet. No. 51, however, has
the disadvantage of having a highly reflecting interior
surface, so that very little sound absorption will occur
in the cabin. In general, the dry zero causes a net in-
cre:_se of 5 decibels, which is about the same _s experi-
enced _vith balsam _ooi, the dry zero panels, however, being
usually lighter. Two other important points should be
notice'_. If the dry zero is compacted, as i_ no ,5Z, the
reduction will be reduced as there is then a more solid
tie b etv_en the t_vo surfaces, the packed-in material act-
ing to communicate the vibration from the front surface to
the rear surface. In the two lightest panels, nos. 4,1
and 45, the dry zero is not as effective as in the heavier
panels. Ho_vever, if Danel %6 be compared with 22, there
is an increase of 9 decibels.
The results presented in table I]_ _<re, in _eneral, in
accord _ith a theory of },ieyer (reference 7) on multiple
partitions. This theory is of interest to us _s it points
o<it the limitations and oossibilities in the u_,e of this
type of construction. It will be briefly summarized here.
Each partition with its accompsnyi_Ig air s oace (or
absorbent-filled sT?ace) is consic]ercd as one of the iter-
ated elements of an acoustical-rechanical system which may
be repre_ented by an analogous electrical circuit for
which the mathematical solution is known. At low frequen-
cies, such a combination has a small transmission loss.
Ho,_:ever_ there exists :_ certain frequency (the "hi<h-
frequency cut-off" ) _iven b_
where
f ....f.?6 .... (!6)
c
f
c
is cut-off frequency in cyclc_ per second.
m, mass per unit area of one wall in </cm 2.
soatial separation bet_veen t_vo successive
partitions.
for which She transmission loss rises rapidl_r.
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Figure 18 (reference 7) shows some results obtained on
a) a 15-sheet cellophane wall with an air space of 1-
centimeter and b) a wall consisting of ,_, 5, and l0 sheets
of roofing paper with _ = 2 centimeters. The cellophane
is so liwht that the cut-o__ frequency is 6,700 cycles a
noticesble rise in the curve is evident at this frequency.
For thor roofing paper, fc is reduced to 800 cycles oer
second because of the increased .`.-eight and air space. It
•,'ill be noticed that all of the b curves start to rise
in the vicinity of 800 cycles oer second; furthermore, for
frequencies below this frequency the threefold, fivefold,
and tenfold wall give about the same results for the trans-
mission loss. It is only for frequencies above fc that
the curves separate. Some other data of _eyer (fig. 6 of
reference 7) on partitions having one, two, thr_e, four,
and five la_'ers of plywood, show the same effect - no dif-
ference for frequencies less than fc' with a consider-
able spreading for frequencies greater than fc"
Hence, to make an effective double wall, the mass
should be as large as possible and the air space should be
large. This will make the cut-off frequency low and hence
the transmission loss versus frequency curve will rise
sharply. In the light-weight partitions measured at the
NBS, fc was relatively high. Thus, as an example, for
panel 27 consisting of two aluminum sheets with an air
s_ace of 1.75 inches, fc was 780 cycles. Since the
highest frequency at which the measurements were taken was
about 1,000 cycles, the value at !,001_ would not be much
different from the other two measurements. In panel $2,
fc = 680; the transmission loss at 1,000 is considerably
greater than that at the other two frequencies.
The effect of the sound-absorbing filler is to absorb
sound waves which travel to and fro in the enclosure par-
allel to the wall surface. If this is so, it should not
be necessary to fill the entire space with absorbent, but
placement around the boundary should be sufficient. This
was done on the multiple plywood wall with a result simi-
l:'r to that obtained with the air space, except that the
c_rves arose much more steeply for frequencies greater
than the cut-off. Furthermore. comparison between the re-
suits obtained on a multiple wall with three plywood sheets
when th_ whole enclosure was filled with cotton waste and
when only the boundaries were lined, showed that they had
practically the same transmission loss. Figure 19 shows
the effect of the introduction of the cotton on the bound-
ary as compared to the emptT,_ air soace.
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The fact that it is r ossible to get such a sizable
increase in insulation efficiency merely by olacement of
material around the edges should be of considerable ad-
vantage in reducing the rei@ht requirement for soundproof-
in_4 cabins. The _uthor is not aware of the applicstion
of this nrinciple to airplzne insulation.
i_[ost of the insulation schemes how in use may differ
somewhat from those particular constructions listed in
tables Vi, VII, VII!, and IX; however, these tables are
useful in estimatin{ the approximate value of any conte_-
plated partition by comparison of the desired construction
with a similar panel listed in the tables. This is a risky
procedure sometimes so that it is slways advisable to get
the transmission loss by direct measurement of a sample
partition.
Several investigators make use of a method which will
give ,the relative values of different partitions. In gen-
eral, this scheme consists in placing the partition be-
tween t',,;o smell enclosures. The difference in level which
is observed is taken as the insulation efficiency of the
partition. D. P. Loye (reference 28) of the Electrical
R_search Products, Inc., of Hollywood, California, reports
a number of such relative measurements. H. Bruderlin of
the Douq!as Aircrsft Como_ny, of Sant:_ _,:onica, California,
has a method in which the source room is a 2-foot cube.
Phono_Uraph records of airplane noise sreused for a sound
source, so that the over-all noise reduction is obtained.
In a private communication to the author, Bruderlin ste_tes
that over SO0 variations of airplane partitions have been
compared in this way. For purposes of standardization, a
panel having a L_nown transmission loss should be measured
so that all data may be referred to it. F. K. Teichmann(reference m9)_hss measured various _elts in this way by
usin_ a rectangular box of two equal compartments. The
openin_ used was about 21 square inches.
i
Arbitrary measurements of this nature _re frau@ht
with difficulties in the interpretation of the results.
For one thing, the absorption of the panel face is not
seoarated from the transmission loss characteristic of the
panel. In addition, if the size of the oanel is small it
may be much stiffer than the f;tirly large-size unit typi-
cal of an actual construction. _or s small-size vanel,
the way in which the ed4es are clamped sometimes makes
quite a difference. Sound-oressure measurements ma_le
close to the panel may be deceiving bec_use of the stand-
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in g wave system existing at its face. If the two halves
of the box in which the measurements are made are not iso-
lated from each other, there may be more sound transmitted
through the box walls than through the panel, especially
if the former are not heavy. To establish whether the ar-
bitrary method places different panels in the same rela-
tive order as the absolute method, several panels, say
three or four, whose absolute transmission losses are
known, should be compared by the relative method. This
will give an insight into the reliability of the results
so obtained.
To give the reader some idea of current practice in
the soundproofing of aircraft, table X is given. This ta-
ble has been taken from a report (reference 55) on the
physical properties (from the textile technolo_ist's view-
point) of the various insulatin@ materials: the report was
prepared by the engineering section of the Air Corps at
Wright Field.
Data on the transmission loss and absorption coeffi-
cient of the various soundproofing arrangements listed in
table X have not been found in the literature.
D. Soundoroofing Procedures
In predicting the noise reduction to be expected from
any given treatment, we must, then, have a knowledge of
the two quantities C_and T_. However, since these two
quantities vary with f-equency, the question arises as to
what frequency should be considered typical - how should
the coefficients be averaged? To answer this question, it
is necessary to have a frequency analysis of the noise of
the airolane. If th<; ener_y is fairly well distributed
among the different frequencies, then the average transmis-
sion loss and the average absorption coefficient will suf-
fice. If the noise oredominates at certain frequencies,
then an average over the dominant frequencies will give
good results. Azan illu_tration, we quote Zand's figures
on the Douglas DC-I (reference 3!), in which the ener@y
bet:v,_en 6"I and 512 cycles is I0 decibels above the energy
bet_Tcen 512 and 9,192. To get the noise reduction, we use
equation (i!) :
absorotion
Noise reduction = i0 loglo transmittance
The absorption coefficient was taken at the predominant
frequency. Table XI gives these data,
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This predicted reduction agr_,ed with the actual re-
duction to v:ithin Z decibels. For purposes of calculating
the contribution of passengers and chairs, a figure of
to _ units of absorption her seated pas,_enger may be used(reference 9). This figure includes the absorption of the
chair.
From the calculation above, we may illustrate the very
imT_ortant effGct of an o-oenin_ or highly transmitting sur-
face, such as an eden window A_ au example su_nose
_:,indov_ is partially open, so that 1 square foot is exposed.
The transmissivity of an onen _indow is unity, so that the
total transmittance is increased from T = 0._Z5 to 1.8Z5.
:_oise reduction = i0 logxo i o, 5 - 25.1 decibels
That is, i square foot of open surface in 860 will cause a
reduction in efficiency of a little more th_Z decibels.
If there are small openings in the cabin, leaks, ventilat-
in_ system ports, etc., their combined area ma[_7be readily
equivalent to the effect of I square foot.
The influence of a small opening is dependent on the
ratio of the size of the ooening to the total transmitting
surface, and on the transmissivity of the walls. It may
be sho_vn (P. $2, reference _) that if the opening has an
area s, the i!_oanelan area S, and the transmissivity of
the panel is T, the noise reduction will be decreased by
l0 Io_I O _i + _--IT_ decibels. Thus i_ s/S=T, the re-' -
duction will be decreased by Z decibels. Using ,7 decibels
as the maximum diminution in level which is permissible,
we can say that for a cabin v hich has a ?C',-, SO-, 40-decibel
transmission loss, the ratio of the total area of openings
to the total cabin surface should not be _reater than 0.01,
0.0C I, 0.0001, respectively.
Davis (reference 26) h:_s calculated the noise levels
to be ex_ected within cabins of various air nlanes on the
basis of the theory outlined here. Usually his calculated
v_lues a_reed with the observed values to within 2 decibels,
althou_h some results differed by as much as 5 decibels.
If the noise _pectrum of th_ airT?Inne i_ known, it is
possible then to oredict the level within th_ airnlane.
Hey:ever, in _h_ event of lac_= o_ this 4nformation a fre-
quency analysis chould be tal=en. Figure 20 (reference ZO)
shows a Vrequency analysis of the German Focke-_ulf air-
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pl_one F.W.-200, before und after treatment (curves i and 2)
and the treated Neubau Ju-52 airplane (curve S). It will
be s_cn that the noise predominates st the lowest frequen-
cies nnd that the treatment (on the F.W.-200) is more ef-
fective at the high frequencies. It will be noticed thmt
the noise reduction varies from about 15 decibels st the
low frequency end to shout 30 decibels at the high end.
Furthermore, reference to the loudness contours of the
ear (fig. 2) sho_vs that the loudness level which the ear
ex_oeriences for these various frequencies is very close to
the noise-level curve given here. This is because at thes_e
high levels of about i00 decibels, the ear responds about
equally to all frequencies. Thus t= e low-_0itched notes
contribute heavily to the _oudness.
Zand (reference 32) describes % method in which the
bare airnlmne is first flown; a series of vibration am-
olitude measurements is taken at various parts of the air-
pl_.ne. Upon landing, particularly bad oanels having con-
siderable vibratory motion are reinforced with bracing.
In the particular airpl-_ne cited in ZandTs paper, this
tremtment resulted in a 3-decibel decrease in level for an
expenditure of 4.4 pounds.
The _irnlm_._ e was divided into 36 stations, at each of
which noise-level readings were taken, and at three of the
stations a frequency analysis of the noise was made. This
latter showed that the predominant noise existed at the
fundcmental frcouency of the exhaust (I_ × 2100 = 163 cv-
2 x 60
cles, l%-cylinder engine running at 2,100 r.p.m.) and of
the propeller (3 x 2100 x 2 = 70 cycles, three-blade
60 S
nron<_ller with _e_ring). It was found both in the vibra-
tion _:_no sound measurements that the vibration amplitude
and noise level were maximum in the front of the cabin,
minimum in the middle region of the cabin, and average at
the rcur These three sections were treated differently;
sectionA, the noisiest section, was treated with material
which wo_s glued onto the skin and is a very {ood vibra-
tion damper; section B, of minimum noise level, was treat-
ed :vith a similar but lighter vibration absorber which is
sufficient to damp light vibrations; and section C, of av-
erage vibration level, was treated with a similar materi_l
of intermediate properties. The materials used .-:ere kapok
_vith a large percentage of paper pulp in it. This treat-
ment oroduced a reduction of 6 decibels.
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For the reduction of noise an intermediate layer of
kapok u'as installed. This layer was installed so as to
"float" in the air s]oace between the first layer and the
cabin trim For the position of maximum noise, three
la.vers of kapok were used, average noise two layers, mini-
mum noise one laT_-er. Adjusting the treatment to the in-
tensity level has several advantages: It makes the level
uniform throughout the cabin, so that there are no favor-
ite se_tts; it involves a saving in weight as the weight is
distributed where it will do rest good.
After this treatment the noise level was again meas-
ured and a frequency analysis made, showing that the high-
frequency component had been fairly uniformly attenuated.
In different Darts of the cabin, however, the low-frequency
comoonents _7ere still troublesome. To secure low-frequency
absorption, a stretched membrane of doped airplane fabric
was used for the cabin trim and was backed by a damping
layer of felt. The de<_ree of stretch may be controlled to
give a maximum absorption coefficient at different frequen-
cies. Thus, for section A, an absorption coefficient of
55 percent was obtained at 6% cycles, for section B 70 oer-
cent at 256, and for section C 50 percent st 128. The
noise levels were then measured m_ain; the average reduc-
tion with this completed treatment w:_.s 24 decibels and the
airolmne was quite comfort::_ble.
}_i_ure 21 is taken from Zandrs paper and shows the
levels at different positions after the various treatments.
The sound levels _"iven are with a reference level of i
millib_r root-mesn-sc_uare sound _oressure; to convert to
the standard reference level, approximc_tely l'l decibels
should be _.dded. The actual average noise level in the
airpl_ne wc.s 8S decibels above a reference level of I0 -l_5
watts oer Seluare centimeter. V_'kenloudness level measure-
ments _,:ere taken, the level wa_ 79 s_hons. In figure 22
the i_rO_'ress of the noise reduction _ut different frequen-
cies and at different steps in the _0rocedure, is indicated.
S_oain, Loye, and Templin (reference 28) describe a
method in which a continuous record of the sound level at
various frequencies is obtained. In this method a high-
speed sound-level recorder in conjunction with a continu-
ously variable frequenc_ analyzer is used. The fres,.[enc,'T
_,,n,._ z i_ _rran_ed so that it oasses all the frequencie_
within e. 2:_0-c_,cle b,_n@, _ith t}_e frequency m_.r]_ed on the
scale as ti_e center of the band. A motor drive is arranged
on the analyzer so that this center point is continuously
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varied. The sound level at the various frequencies is re-
corded on _._axed paper by the recorder. An adjustment is
provided to change the band width to 2q cycles. When the
record is taken with the 20-cycle-band width, the various
harmonic components of the engine explosion, crankshaft,
and propeller noise show up. This gives very valuable in-
formation as to the relative values of different components
in different harts of the airplane. For example, in the
pilot vs compartment of one airplane, the fundamental of the
propeller plus the second harmonic of the crankshaft are
dominant to the extent of being Z0 decibels above any other
•frequencies, while in the cabin the importance of these two
o-
components is very much diminished. Figure _o shows a typ-
ical record taken in this way.
By usin_ a vibration nick-up in conjunction _ith this
apparatus, a continuous record of the relative amplitude
at different frequencies may be obtained. A frequency anal-
ysis of the fusela@e vibration can then be taken in both
the pilot's and oassen_ers' compartments so that the effect
of proximity to propeller or en@ine noise may be studied.
Such a study of noise and vibration will give an insight
into the relative amount of noise which arises from struc-
ture-borne vibration end that which arises from air-borne
soTlnd,
Different sections of the fusela@e may radiate sound
in different amounts so that certain surfaces radiate an
inordinate amount of sound. It is desirable to be able to
measure the contribution from a given area irrespective of
the sound produced by an adjacent area. To accomplish
this, Spain, Loye, and Templin (reference 28) provide the
microphone with a special attachment, as a result of which
the sound-rndiation characteristic of a limited area only
is measured. The results of such a noise survey showed
nthat the ceilin@ radiated less on the average, tnJ surfaces
below windows were 9 decibels above the average, etc.
Hence, the material could be distributed most effectively
in _ccordance with these experimental findings.
To carry the noise analysis to its logical conclusion,
it is necessary to know which of the three major noise
sources - the propeller, engine, or aerodynamic disturb-
ances - contributes the most ener@y. The above authors
indicate m _rocedure which suffices to separate the total
noise into these three components. With the aid of this
analysis fiqure 24 was obtained for an airplane with a
three-blade _eared prone!ler. It shows that, in this case,
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the pro]pe!ler noise vTas below both en<ine noise and aero-
dynamic noise. For a direct-driven propeller, the _ro_el-
ler noise predominated. On another airplane with a lower
tip sfeed and a stiffer engine mounting, the engine noise
was _reatest The latter t_,ne of air-o!ane, when fitted
v_'ith a two-blade direct-driven propeller, showed that for
low r.p.m., the en_Tine noise was loudest, but for 1,800
r.p.m., the propeller noise was dominant.
As the principles and experimental knowledge enunci-
ated in the foregoing beco.me better known, it was natur_ol
that increased riding coal.err continued to be secured with
decreasin_ expenditure of n,eiTht. Diminishinz noise level
and tveiTht allowance per _oassen_er went hand in hand.
Figure 25 shows the result of Zandls (reference 32) sound-
proofin_ work on air_olanes. In the Wibault 670 the noise
level is a_proximately 79 decibels (above i0 -16 watts per
sq. ca), the expenditure of wei@ht per passenger only about
12 _ounds. The weight of sr>undproofing ranges from about
_ percent for smaller airplanes to i percent for very large
_ 2_) an ai r_laneairolanes. In the Douglas DST (re_ence - ,
of ...._-,0_ pounds, the weight of treatment was 204 _ounds,
only %.8S percent of the total wei@ht; the sound level was
79 decibels. All of the published literature indicates
that the fi@ure of 79 decibels and weight treatment of
about 12 pounds per passenger is very close to a fizure
which would seem to be difficult to better. Bruderlin
(reference 2?)predicted a noise level of 77 decibels for
the Douglas DC-_I at 65-oercent power; the actual level ob-
tained is not known to the author. The German Yocke-Wulf
F.W.-200 airplane (reference _0) used only 7.7 pounds of
soundproofin_ oer nass _r_ . en_e but the sound level would seem
to be about 82 decibels. As we have stated before, the
current _oractice _-ith most r anufacturers is for the sound
level in the cabin to ran{[e from 8Z to 91 decibels (refer-
once [<5 ) .
The possibility of still further reducin_ the weight
allowance would seem to hinge on the potential application
of the theory of Meyer which we have already discussed
(p. 43). Meyer's research indicates that, in the usual
soundproofing construction in which sound-absorbin@ materi-
al is placed between fuselage and cabin trim, it should be
necessary to distribute the material at intervals only. A
continuous distribution of material would not seem to be
necessary. The app!ic:_bility of this scheme to aircraft
needs further investi_ation.
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_Vhile _vehave 6evoted our chief attention to discuss-
ing the attainment of quiet in the cabin, it is evident
that the pilot's compartment should not be neglected. The
air-line pilot _ho is subjected to unending noise daily,
is bound to suffer fatigue and a loss of efficiency, in
cor_m_rci_l transport airolanes the noise level in the _i-
lot ls q_arters varies from 85 to 102 decibels, vrhich is
indicative of the trend to,yard quiet cock oits.
The author is indebted to V. L. Chrisler and P. R.
He[:l for man_ valuable su_estions and criticisms of this
cmoer, _nd to S. J. Zand, v:ho ;0rovided considerable useful
info rmst i on.
_$ational _ureau of Standards,
_ashington, D. C,, December 9, !9S9.
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TABLE V
Thermal Conductivity of Light-Weight Acoustical }_:_teri_,_l,q
Nsn]e
Balsam Wool
Csoot's Quilt
Cellufoam
Dry Zero Blanket
Firtex
Glass Wool
Glass Wool
Insulite
"K" felt
Ysook oetween
ourlap
Kwilko
Seapak
Stonefelt
Trooal
Density
(10./c_l.ft.)
i_ _._
1.73
1.9
l_._
1.78
1.50
IS .0
1.0
1.0
5.1
S .7-_.0
3.0
k
0.27
.26
.2J
0.26 to 0.31
.36
.27
.30
.21
.24
.2 6
.S5
.23
I_'.ean
temp er-
sture
oF.
cO
c_O}O
109
81
75
60
Authority
NBS
N_ S
NZS
J. C. PeeOles
V. O. Knudsen
N_S
J. C. PeebleG
V. 0. Knudsen
J. C. Peebles
_S
J. C, PeeOles
J. C. P_ebles
Johns-_anville
National Physical
Laoeratory
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TA3LE Vi
Single Panels of Homogeneous I_laterials
Material
I Trapping paper
2 Al_ninum
Airplane f_oric 1
4 Balsa wood_3
5 Balsam _ooI
6 Nicarta
7 Alclad
8 Bclsa wood 2
9 Duraluminum
I0 Balsam wool 3
Ii Aluminum
12 Insulite
13 Insulite
14 Plywood
15 Celotex
16 Plywood
17
18
19
Thick-
ness
(in.)
0.006
.006
.25
.50
.047
We ight
ilo./
sq. ft.)
Transmission loss in decioels
at frequenc Z oands of -
1000-1120
2.3
8•3
II .2
12.6
9.5
15.7
16.9
14.3
16.1
16.4
5O
020
1.00
.025
.25
.31
•125
.44
.25
Insulite .50
Galvanized iron .03
Double strength
20 I_plate glass 2 •094 i._
21 Plste glass .25 3.65
I
0.017
.075
.I0
.16
.20
.23
.30
.30
.33
.33
.35
.36
.43
.52
"S
.75
1.2
150 -220 400-_70
1.6 i.?
5.5 6.6
5.3 6.7
i0.9 I0.5
7.4 9.5
12.4 12.8
9.6 15.8
11.5 14.5
16.6 16.4
9.8 11.2
16.1 17.3
20.9 16.3
14. _ 16.7
17.5 18.7
17oI 20.3
18.6 20.8
21.4 2_.3
24.5 25.7
24.7 27.0
25.3 28.6
28.7 32.9
20.3
20.3
22.0
21.8
24.0
24.5
25.0
26.6
32.0
30.8
34.2
iDoped five times, varnished twice.
2For these materials the frequency bands were 150-180, 400-440, and
1000-1093 cycles per second.
_Paper each side.
Average
1.9
J. 8
7.7
Ii.3
8.8
13.6
14.1
13.4
16.4
12.5
17.9
19.2
17.8
19.3
20.5
21.3
23.2
25.5
27.9
28.6
31.6
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Front bulkhead
Side walls
Rear wails
Rug
12 passen<'ers at
S sabines _
12 chairs at 2.8
sabines
Parcels - trim,
curtains
TABLE XI
Areas and Coefficient of Absorption of the Dou@las DC-I
..................... _ ....................................................
Com]_on. ent_ surface /Areasq.f_ 5_ ._ at °red°m_rna_It_ _a°rl_-_t i°]_x -:
" CI - r_quenc5 _ _rea
@
Ceilin_ 2_$0 0.82 197.0
45 .87 Z9. ,o
260 .79 205. O
65 .87 56.5
ZO .28 8.4
Z6.0
ZZ.6
15.0
Total absorption : A = 590. sab_ne_
_The nro&uc% _. × area _ives the number of units of ab-
sor2tion or the numb_;r of sabines.
Cabin, including
floor
12 windows and
2.25 sq. ft.
Doors - very @ood
clo sure
Areas and Transmissivities of the Dou{las DO-i
i 0.5454
f
27.5 I .00875 .2400
24.0 j .00024 .0496
rectal transmittance = T = 0.8350
590
.8Z5
A _ I0 logloNoise reduction in decibels = !0 !O{io _ -
28.5 decibels.
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..... 130
.......120
.....II0
......I00
Threshold of painful sounds; limit of
earts endurance.
ThreBhold of feeling (varies wltn frequency).
Airplane motor (l_00 rpm ) 18 feet from propeller.
Exi_ress train passing at high speed.
Loud automobile horn 23' away.
80 New Zorlc sub_sy.
Motor trucks 15' to 50:.
70 Stenographic roo._.
60 Average busy street.
Noisy office or :iepartment store.
50 Moderate restaurant clatter.
Average office
...... _0
.... 30
Soft radio music in apartment.
Average residence.
20 Average whi_per 4' away.
i0 Rustle of leavez in gentle breeze.
Threshold of audibility.
Figure I.- Decibel scale of sound intensities.
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97/-equ_mcyin cycl<:s Fer s_cjnd
Fi.:-ure 7._ )ccib_l shift of tnres1_l& )f h<arin_- (:w_s<in_in clt,) in
presence of noise containin/ a _'ii_ ran::e _f audi[le fre-
qu_nci_s;::umb_rs on tree curve_ reprc:_,nt the sound l_-_v_i in db of the
masning noise._or example,for a _skin% _ nois_ of 7_ db,the threshold
f.,r a 500 cycle not<. is s.uift_,& ty b8 ib.
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Figure 11.- Diminution in the lound insulation of a thick wail caused
by a small tubular openin_ a, insulation efficiency of
the wall without opening: b0 with an opent_E of 1.? cm diameter and
15 cm length.
_ jRubbcr CA_annel
Figure 12.- 8howlng the construction
of a proper window mount-
ing (U.S. Patent #199918_): vibra-
tion damping is obtained by allowing
space for the rubber channel to de-
form under the action of stresses.
1 10 20 4660 Figure 8.- Response of the individual
Frequency, c p s to vibration (see text).
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Fi_iure 9.- Variation of noise l_vel _ut_i_e
of cabin wall with distance from
the plans of the prop£11er. Ohservations male
_t fusel_e wall.
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Fixate I0.- Noise level (in _R ai ove i millibar_ a_i IS.P
Ib to convert t_ usual reference level) <or>
duced by airscr_ws at various tip sp_.eds.
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Fi.<_ure 14.- S,Jund absorption co<fficieut of wrappinF
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Figure 15.- S ou_d ats_rpti:m co<fficient _f S layers
of oilclotn with 6 cm airsoace setwe¢n
layers.
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Figure 16.- Variation of transmission l,)ss with weight for
homoscneous panels.
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Figure i_.- Depend_nce of the transmission loss homogeneous
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Frequ_y _Lo9.SO.mY)
....... _o_p_l ep_hen(Flrdrt layer $?ACeusP_¢_I Mdl_)m/_
YtEure ;_?.- Progresi of' noil! reduction at vartoux Itl4_Ol of
the treatment. Approxinu_toly 14 db mhould be added
to noiie levolm to convert to umual re£erence level.
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Figure 23.- Frequency lnalynii of' notlo in the ])ilotOl
compartment o£ an airplane with direct
driven propeller.
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